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Former A ssistant Director
o f Secret Service Speaks to
Large C row d in A quinas

L t. G overnor Licht Speaks on
C am pus A b ou t Teen Suicide
by Jennifer McGee
On Wednesday, April 16, Rhode
Island’s Lt. Governor was at PC to
deliver a speech to the Education
Club about one of today’s most
severe social problems: teenage
suicide, a subject shrouded by
stigma, guilt and most of all—
misunderstanding.
Lt. Governor Licht is the Rhode
Island State Coordinator for the
National Committee on Youth
Suicide Prevention. Licht is also
chairs of RI’s Task Force for the
Prevention o f Teen Suicide, a 25
member committee formed com
pile a statewide database on youth
suicide, to research and analyze the
underlying causes o f youth suicide
and to form ulte policy and
legislative recommendations for the
governor and the general assembly.
Presently, RI’s general assembly
is considering legislation to require
awareness programs as part of the
curriculum in all of RI’s high
schools and to distribute suicide
prevention literature in pubic places
throughout the state.
Licht stressed how crucial it is tht
the social stigma of teen suicide be
confronted. Suicide is thougt to be
the second leading cause of death
among teens and young adults,
claming more lives o f young men
and women than cancer.
Experts agree that for every
youth suicide there are 50 to 100
other youth suicide attempts. It is
estimated that 6000 teens take their
own lives every year. However the
real figures may be four times
higher than this, because many
suicides are not reported as such to
spare the pain to loved ones.
Presently, single car deaths are
under study as a form o f
unreported suicide.
Society does not fully unders
tand the forces and changes that
underlie the social stigma of
teenage suicide. It is, however,
known that most teenagers do not
want to die, they just do not want
to go on living the way they are.
It is also known that kids who
often talk of killing themselves go
through with it. Suicide threats are
a sign of danger and should always
be taken seriously.
Lt. Governor Licht knows one
thing for sure.
“ Information and education
lead to prevention. While 1 claim
little expertise in the study and
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Says One Man’s Terrorist is
Another Man’s Freedom Fighter
by Ted Winschel

Rhode island Lieutenant Governor Richard Licnt is currently heading
a task force to increase student awareness in an effort to help prevent
suicide in Rhode Island.
treatment of suicide, 1 do know the
importance of setting up programs
for education about and the
prevention of suicide...public
awareness is the first step towards
reducing the tragic problems
associated with suicide...especially
among our youth.”
At the present time, Rhode
Island leads the nation in address
ing the problem of youth suicide.
Rhode Island had received an
educational grant from the Na
tional Conference o f State
Legislators to implement and assess
pilot suicide awareness programs.
A test program was implemented in
four Rhode Island high school last
fall. The prinicpal objective of this
study was to determine the effec
tiveness o f classroom suicide
prevention programs.
Licht feels, “ Rhode [slanders
will become more aware and in
volved, working together to reach
out and prevent the next senseless
death..our community must ad
dress the youth suicide face-to

INSID E
How Not to Get a Date
Twenty-nine ways n o t to get a date for Commencement Week.
See the Features section!

Black Friars
Read about the B lackfriars’
final production o f the season
The King o f H earts in the
Arts/Entertainm ent section on
page 11.

Friars Baseball Wins Two
The baseball team took two games from the Huskies of UConn.
For scores and all the P C sports news see the C o w l’s sports
section.

"One man’s terrorist can be
another man’s hero, or freedom
fighter” , says a former secret ser
vice agent.
Jerry S. Parr, former assistant
director of the secret service and
present Vice-president of Penn
Central Security, discussed ter
rorism before an audience o f nearly
200 people at Providence College
last Wednesday, April 16.
According to Parr, seemingly
random terrorist acts may make
them appear unrelated or without
specific purpose. Rather, he said,
they are generally well planned pro
jects designed to produce specificresults and achieve certain goals.
Perhaps the hardest aspect of
terrorism to understand is the ter
rorist’s disregard for his own safe
ty, according to Parr.
“The destructive mission is more
important than his own life," he

“ His mission is as important to
him as our job to fight back is im
portant to us.”
Since terrorists cannot be
negotiated with, Parr explained,
the job of stopping them is one
which requires a great deal of train
ing and organization.
j
“ Some dedicated and complex
minds are working to combat
terorism, while some dedicated and
complex minds are keeping them
busy” , said Parr.
According to Parr, the job of a
secret service agent primarily in
volves preventing problems before
they arise. Because of that, suc
cesses like foiled assassination at
tempts never reach the news media.
"Our victories are unknown,
and should stay that way” .
Parr told the audience of the two
principles of protecting people dur
ing an assassination attempt. The
See TERROR, pg.2

Sem inar on International Trade
Sponsored by A IE SA C
by Karen Boucher
Last Wednesday night in '64
Hall, AIESEC held a meeting to
begin their International Trade
Seminar. There were three guests
lecturers: Seiichiro Ohtsuha,
Bahram Nowzad, and Takis
Aregentinis, all representing dif
ferent viewpoints on the issue.
The meeting opened with a talk
by Seiichiro Ohtsuka, the Deputy
Consul General of Japan’s Con
sulate General. He discussed the
Japanese U.S. Economic relations.
The U.S. Global Deficit is a
record high 150 billion dollars, and
a third o f that money is owed to
Japan. This deficit is the cause of
many frustrations between the two
countries. Ohtsuka stated that the
Japanese feel blamed by the United
States for problems that are only
the United States', and that the
United States should “ straighten
out their own home.” The U.S.
does not feel that they are getting
enough cooperation from Japan to
solve the deficit problem.
Ohtsuka summed up by saying
there is no easy way to solve the bi
lateral economic problems between
the United States and Japan.
The second speaker, Bahram
Nowzad, is a member of the Inter
national Monetary Fund and the
editor o f Finance and Develop
ment, a quarterly publication of the
IMF and the World Bank. He
discussed the functions of the IMF
in the International Trade process.
Nowzad says that the purpose of
the IMF is to facilitate the growth
and balance o f international trade
and to create jobs. He added that
IMF is not a trade institution. But,
its mission is to try to insure open

and liberal system o f international
rade in the belief that all countries
benefit from international trade.
The final speaker, Takis Argentinis, is the president and chief ex
ecutive officer of the General Elec
tric Trading Company. Argentinis
discussed the role of the GE
Trading Company in International
Trade. He said, “ We deal with
trade counter and offset imposed
by foreign governments who want
to use enforced sale within their
countries.” He further stated that
the GE Trading Company
facilitates trade and profit for

General Electric, and that they are
mostly a "market problem solving
company."
The main objective o f the
meeting was to stress that interna
tional trade depended on the
cooperation of both countries and
companies, and that international
trade benefits not only the coun
tries and companies involved, but
the world. Scicchir Ohtsuka summ- •
ed this up by paraphrasing Presi
dent John F. Kennedy: " It’s not
what Japan or America can do for
the other, but what the two
together can do for the world."

Seiichiro Ohtsuka, Deputy Consul General of Japan's Consulate
.General, discussed Japanese-U.S. economic relations at last week’s
International Trade Seminar. (Cowl photo by Mary Ann Doyle)
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Class Notes
’86
‘ Commencement Week Newsletwere sent out to all seniors.
‘ The Full Bid price has been set at
5.00. The bid price For the For
mal alone is $50.00,
Is will be on sale thru Friday
April 25th in Rm 217, Slavin.
Buybacks (very limited) will take
place on April thru Friday May
. Fate Bid Sales will also take

place on
‘Our Final Attitude Adjustment in
conduction with the Class o f ’87
and Jello Wrestling, and The Done
With College Party were huge suc
cesses. Thanks to all who assisted
‘Any questions concerning C
mcncement week contact G
Gillene or one oF your Class OF
Ficers or Representatives.

Campus Notes
PC political science majors, PatBrown, Kathy Horan, Greg
oylegian, I lien Murphy and
Kathy Rossbaum, were inducted
Phi Sigma Alpha, the National
Political Science Honor Society last
Tuesday.
The banquet, held at the Rhode
Island Inn in Warwick, also
honored the current Phi Sigma
Alpha members.
The senior members include:
Tracy RalTone, President: Mark
lendrysik. vice president: Bob
ry; To: Quin
Mam
hris
Kathy M
l.aRochc and Frank DiBiasc.
Senior inductees who were
present at the banquet arc:
Butte, Brian Menard and 1
Smith.
unior Chris
Iso it
ted but was not present a
banquet.

To be eligible For
or Phi Sigma Alpha c
t cumulative average oF at least 3.
is a junior and at least 3.25 as

Anyone intersted in becoming a
chairperson For Pastoral Council:
applications are now being ac
cepted through April 28. They can
be picked up and left in the
Pastoral Council oFFice.
The new PC Pep Band will hold
an organizational meeting <
Wednesday, April 30 at 8:00 pm
Slavin 113. IF you are interested but
are unable to attend please write to
either Box 1540 or Box 3569.
The Resident Board. Commuter
Board, and the OFF Campus Resi
dent Organization elections For the
'86-'87 school year will be held on
Thursday. April 24. From 9:30-4:00
in l ower Slavin.

NOTICE!

QE2 S iandby Fare To Europe - N o w *649
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
minimum-grade room for two.
This limited offer is subject to
withdrawal without prior
notice and may not be com
bined with any other offer.
Rate does not include taxes or

airfare. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sail
ing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see your travel agent or write:
Cunard, Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NY 10163.
Q
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Last of the Great Superliners.

i CUNARD i

Jerry S. Parr, former secret service agent lectures t< a large crowd in Aquinas Hall. Parr spoke about
the agents role in protection and about terrorism. For a story, page one of The Cowl. (Photo by Mary
Ann Doyle)

Americans Spend
Billions on Phony
Miracle Cures
“ Just send $20.00 and you will
receive your first dosage of Dr.
M iracle’s
Wonder
Cure,
guaranteed to cure aches and pains
in your head, in your back, even in
your big toe, and at the same time
it will help you lose weight and
clear up your acne!”
It sounds too good to be true,
doesn’t it? And of course it is. Yet
every year Americans spend
billions of dollars on so called
“ miracle cures” like this one.
However, not all advertisements
for medical products are false, in
fact the majority o f them are not.
How can you recognize
quackery? Sometimes it’s easy, but
sometimes it is not. To help you
out, the U.S. Food and Drug Ad
ministration has a pamphlet design
ed to help you realize whether or
not that “ miracle cure’’ is
legitimate. For your free copy of
Quackery: The Billion Dollar
Business write to Consumer Infor
mation Center, Dept. 538P,
Pueblo, CO 81009.
Exactly what is quackery? Simp
ly put, quackery is health fraud. It
is the promotion of a medical
remedy that doesn’t work or hasn’t
been proven to work.
Not only does quackery cost
money, it also can steal your health
and in some cases even your life.
Quackery is dangerous because
people who are ill, will often try a
quack cuic rather than getnng ef
fector medical help. When '.hey
waste time with bogus cares, theii

illness could progress beyond the
treatable stage.
Today’s quack offer cures for
many ailments, but there are cer
tain areas they seem to target. One
is arthritis. Fraudulent “ mircle
cures” for this, as yet incurable
disease range from snake venom to
lemon juice, from the harmless
milk of vaccinated cows to the
dangerous use of steroids. Many
people believe these drugs are ef
fective because of the nature of the
disease. Arthritis will often spon
taneously disappear temporarily
giving the impression that the fake •
drug worked.
Quack cures that promise to cure
cancer are probably the cruelest
and most expensive forms of
quackery. Quack cancer treatment
centers are often located just out
side the United States, iii order to
avoid the U.S. authorities.
Truthfully, there is no one device
or remedy capable of diagnosing or
treating all types o f cancer.
Two other target areas for
quacks are the fitness and weight
loss areas. With today’s “ body
conscious” society, a lot of people
are looking for ways to lose weight
and tone up without dieting or
exercising.
Probably the best advice for
detecting quackery is to read all
advertisements carefully. Beware
of testimonials that sound too good
:c be true If it sounds that way.
C o n t in u e d t o p g

Terror
From pg. I
first priniciple involves covering
and evacuating the person under
attack. The second principle in
volves attacking and suppressing
the attacker.
Training is vital, according to
Parr, and secret service agents train
frequently through simulated at
tacks on motorcades, speech sites,
and hotel lobbies.
If an attacker isn’t immediately
successful, said Parr, his chances of
success are greatly diminished.
“ Every delay in the terrorist mis
sion increases the risk of failure",
he said.
Protecting the president or other
government officials involves some
risk taking, said Parr.
“Obviously, you can’t stay in the
White House basement for four
years, so you have to make deci
sions and take risks."
Born in Montgomery, Alabama,
Parr received his BA in Philosophy
from Vanderbilt University and is
currently pursuing a Masters in
Counseling from Loyola Universi
ty. He left the secret service when
he became eligible at age 50 in late
1980. In April of 1985 he joined
Penn Central Security as Vicepresident.
What did Parr learn during his
years in the secret service?
" I ’ve learned that to protect life
is very, very hard, and I’ve learn
ed that there’s a fine line between
coverage and foolhardiness. And
I’ve learned that a good conscience
may be one’s only reward:"

t
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U.S. credits will be transferred
through H a m p d e n -Syd n e y
College, founded in Virginia by
Ja m e s Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
T h e Director of Studies for the
Ce n te r for Q uality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. T h e Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academ y, Professor Emeritus
of G overnm ent and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
IN Q U IR IE S T O :
J A N E T K O L L E K .J .D .,
Admissions D irector C Q E A /
W IS C , Rm 5 3 ,1 5 8 W . 81 St.,
N Y,N Y, 10024.

The Dominican Community
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1-800-USA-1221

EXT. 6023

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH
BOX 5775 WEYBOSSET HILL
PROVIDENCE. Rl 02903-0775
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NEWS
Students
Prefer
Sleeping
to Dating
It doesn't have to do with their
high-living image, but college,
students probably prefer sleeping
to dating, a new l .cvi Strauss Co.
survey of collegiate attitudes has
found.
students’ sixth-favorite activities.
Attending parties topped the
survey of suiident preferences.
"Partying is definitely a verb or
campus." sa;<s Julie Boyle, a com
party spokesivoman.
Of Ihemor e than 6,500 students
surveyed, 7 0 percent listed partying
a ' one of their five favorite
Listening to records came in se
cond, with 63 percent of those
questioned rating it as one ol their
Sleeping was third, with 56 per
cent. followed bv going to movies
and eating.
Only 42 percent o f the
respondents said dating was a
“ What do you guys mean, you don’t think I could bench 325?”

Backpacks Are New Health
Hazard to Some on Campus
With Nautilus machines in theschool gym, salad bars in the
cafeteria and smoke-free areas in
every student lounge, it might seem
college life has never been
healthier.
But one enterprising professor
has found a new health hazard on
campus.
s that book-laden backpack
ve been hefting over one
shoulder all these years, says Ron
Sendre.a Central Michigan Univery professor of sports medicine.
"Knock-down shoulder” is on
ly one of the maladies Sendre
:ribes to the overuse and misuse
o f the popular book packs seen on
.•very American campus.
How can the innocent backpack,
■ymbol of outdoor lifestyles, wreak
such devastation in unsuspecting
college students?
"A heavy backpack changes
your center o f gravity,” says Sen"Your abdominal area is
thrust forward, and your shoulders
e brought posterior.”
"Then a kid will carry that

backpack for six, eight minutes
across campus to his next class."
In other words, he's got lousy
posture while carrying a mega-load
o f textbooks, and according to
Sendre, "there’re bound to be lots
o f repercussions."
Besides knock-down shoulder—
a drooping shouylder caused by
constantly wearing the pack slung
over one shoulder—backpacks can
causee swayback, shoulder tension,
headaches, even nerve damage.
There is a simple remedy:
Lighten the load is the best ad
vice I can give," the professor says.
But if one’s credit load demands
carting 30 pounds of Organic
Chemistry texts, the Unabridged
Works o f Shakespeare and a jum
bo bos of Crayolas for Art 101,
Sendre suggests wearing the pack
the way it was designed to be worn.
I’ve never seen a backpack with
just one strap," he says. Yet that's
the way most students wear them."Rather than taking the lime to
throw both straps on, they just
throw on one.”

But even a properly balancd
pack can be a problem for the c
of-shape student.
So .Sendre recommends a cc
plete work-out program w
weight machines, adding that e;
eises for flexibility are equally
important.
But if all this seems like more
health consciousness than one can
handle, another study offers a ra'tional for at least one "bad habit."
Cigarette smoking may enhance
students' ability to sjudy, a group
of British scientists says.
The researchers found that
nicotine, either from cigaretts o
pills, increased Concentration by
eight percent and kept minds sharp
for up to a half hour.

S U M M E R E M P L O Y M E N T O P P O R T U N IT Y
M A N P O W E R T E M P O R A R Y S E R V IC E S
is lo o kin g fo r e n th u sia stic people w ith goo d c o m m u n ic a tio n skills
to do T e le m a rke tin g in D o w n to w n P rovidence fo r:

A T & T

C O M M U N IC A TIO N S

• 2 w e e k P A ID tra in in g program
•H o u rs : M o n .-F ri. 8-12 m id n ig h t o r M o n .-F ri. 6-12 m id n ig h t or
M o n ., T h u rs., Fri. 5:30-9:30 p.m . & Sat. 2:30-6:30 p.m .
• M in im u m 3 m o n th c o m m itm e n t
•$ 5 .0 0 per hou r sta rtin g pay rate w ith sched uled increases
C L A S S E S S T A R T IN G S O O N — C A L L F O R N T E R V IE W

M a n p o w e r: 3 3 1 - 4 1 8 5 E x t. 2 5 or 2 6

There were, o f course, regional
Continued from pg. 2
it probably is. Be- careful of
"special” or ‘‘secret"^formulas,
available only through the mail and
only from one supplier. Y ou,
should also watch out lor
“ breakthroughs” or "miracle
cures” that have been held back or
overlooked by the medical com
munity. Check with your doctor
before buying any suspect product
or treatment. You can also call
your better business bureau, your
local consumer office and/or your
nearest Food and Drug Ad
ministration office to check out a
product.
To get the facts on quackery,
how to recognize it and how to pro
tect yourself against it send for
Quackery: The Billion Dollar
Business (538P, free). At the same
time you will also receive a free
• copy of the Consumer Information
Catalog. The Catalog is published
quarterly by the Consumer Infor
mation Center of the U.S. General
Services Administration and it lists
more than 200 federal consumer
publications on a wide variety of
subjects.

tastes. Students in the Last and
South, for example, felt dating was
more im portant than did
Midwestern and Western students.
Only about a third of. the
favorite, past lime.
Levi Strauss calls the study its
"501 Survey" because the com
pany is researching why traditional
jeans are gaining favor again on
campuses, Boyle explains.
In fact, "jeans are more popular
than ever with college students,"
Boyle says, adding students who
have icans wear them 75 percent of
the time.
Company executives theorize
singer Bruce Springsteen may be
partially responsible for keeping
jeans so popular on campuses,
Boyle adds.
I'he study, Boyle says, “ gives the
company an overview of the habits
of,consumers. Students are a prime
target (market) for our jeans."

Leave a
clean trail.
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To Luxem bourg: R oundtrip Fare
New York
Chicago
Balt./Wash.
Detroit
Orlando

$458*
$518'
S488*
S508*
$518'

$499
$559<
$529
$5491
*553

ICELANDAIR
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THE K A P L A N CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS-

LSAT,GMAT,MCAT,
GRE, DAT,
Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CPA, Intro, to
Law; Speed
Reading,
AND MORE.
For nearly 5 0 years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students for adm ission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score m ay help change your life.

im p im

STANIfYH. KAPIANEDUCATIONALC&JTBfUD

CASH
PAID
FOR
BOOKS
bring your Textbooks to:
OFF-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
S to r e H o u r s
M o n .-F r i. 9 : 3 0 to 7 PM
S a t u r d a y 9 : 3 0 to 5 PM

151 W E Y B O S S E T S T ., PROVID EN CE, Rl 0 2 9 0 3
(4 0 1 )2 7 3 -6 6 3 0
" Taking a Ju n e exam ?!? Enroll in P rovidence a nd
b eg in c la s s e s a n d g e t a fre e tra n sfer form to u se
th e S ta n le y H. Kaplan Ed. C enter n e a re st to
y o u r h o m e !"

I.D. REQUIRED
1017 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, R.l. 02908
LOCATED ON SMITH STREET ACROSS
FROM LASALLE ACADEMY

401- 861-6270
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----- -EDITORIALS
Summer in Europe
A Costly Risk
Thinking of traveling to Europe this summer? You may want
to think again. Terrorism has frightened away scores of
travelers this summer, and the U.S. government has not
discouraged them from putting off their travel plans.
C o l l e g e T r a v e l , a service that caters primarily to the needs
of Brown students, is discouraging vacations from flying direct
ly into Athens or Rome. Instead, they suggest, flights into Lon
don or Brussels should be sought before with rail service
connections.
Despite “ a noticeable reduction in interest’ in flying abroad,
there have been no major rate reductions as of now for most
package plans. Aren’t the high rates and safely risks enough
to keep you close to home this summer? Americans have
become the favorite targets of fanatics and terrorists
throughout the world, which is certainly more than a good
reason to discover Canada or the West'Coast during the sum
mer months.

Better Student ID ’s
Needed
The need for a new form of student identification card has
been obvious for some time. During the old “ Rathskeller” days
a computer list of seniors was necessary to keep out students
with fraudulent ID cards. School ID’s with birth dates,are
necessary as there a're many different types of fraudulentlicenses used among students.
A year ago, a new form of student ID was approved by the
faculty senate. This includes a machine read metal strip that
is completely tamperproof. This card would be practical not
only in alcohol, related events, but in the dining halls, the
library, and the entrances of the campus. There is no reason
to delay implementing of the new ID card any longer, as the
use of such a card next year will help to facilitate more effec
tive control of events on campus.
As of no\\\ the new ID is approved in concept, but not in
cost. It is our hope that the administration can cut through
the red tape and begin a new more efficient system.

(established in 1935
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Sex D iscrim ination and O rdination
o f W om en in the C atholic Church
By standing throughout mass in
protest against females being
denied entrance into the priestly
calling. Catholic feminists gave a
reverse twist to the old criticism of
the church for the way it treats
women.
For many years, the church was
castigated by outsiders for exalting
women too much. Now women in
side its portals, in ironic turnabout,
charge the church with demeaning
their sex by limiting their voca
tional choice.
When Roman law and custom
declared women to be chattel of
husbands or fathers, the church
proclaimed her dignity from vitgal
posts in society, the church open
ed to them careers as doctors,
administrators.
What now? Can they be priests?
No, says the Pope, confirming the
1977 Vatican declaration. The ban
on priestesses, some think, is not
merely-disciplinary, but irreversibly
doctrinal. It is the will of Christ
manifested to his apostles and car
ried out by the church for 2000
years. At a time when femalepriests funcitoned in other religions
of the world, Christ did not call
women. Not even the Pope, then,
can validly ordain a woman; his
laying-on-of-hands would be null
Notwithstanding, some Catholicwomen feel they have the “ call,"
and then thwart it. But a true
“ call,” officials reply, requires the
okay o f the church. Jesus chose
those he wanted (Mark 3; 13) and
said. “ You did not choose me, no,
I chose you” (John 15:16), and the
church maintains it speaks with the
voice of Christ.
While championing the equality
of all the baptized (Gal. 3:28), the
church asserts that the roles of men
and women are different. One sex
is not superior to the other; nor arc
they the same. Jung and Freud,
with psychological acumen, point
out that anima and animus in the
male and female can be confused
only at the risk o f psychological
and spiritual damage. The sexes arc
What really counts, women are

told, is sanctity, not priesthood.
Saints, not priests, are the greatest
in the kingdom of heaven. So the
church urges women to have zeal
lor their mission of holiness and be
aware of the capital role they playin "the renewal and humanization
of society.”
Fine, retort Catholic feminists,
but since women represent half of
the human race,'they should have
a bigger say in how the church is
run. Scripture and theology,
moreover, can offer no insurmoun
table reasons against ordaining

Joseph
Lennon
Chauvinist foes of this feminine
crusade for Holy Orders fear that
women have already been given too
much and “ how they want to take
over the church."
This is more than a nuns’ pro
test. Its significance can be gauged
best in the context o f the women’s
liberation movement. Feminists are
persuaded that a worldwide sexual
caste system condemsn them to an
inl'ra-human condition and shunts
them to marginal posts in human
affairs, patriarchal religion
legitimates and reinforces the in
justices o f this system, and forces
women to become aliens, perennial
outsiders in a man’s world. The
misogynism of the church fathers
and the entire conceptual apparatus
of Christian theology, developed in
a male-dominated church, are part
o f this gigantic put-down of
women.
Indeed, for eons, the masulinizations of the creator (our Father) has
fostered a sexist society and has
served to keep authority in the
hands of man. The bible is part of
the conspiracy, because the story of
the Fall, with Eve portrayed as
temptress, convicts the female
through her sexuality and con
tributes to her centuries-old pe
jorative status and second-classcitizenship in the church.
Nothing short of a revolution of
sisterhood, feminists declare, can

transform the sexist religion of
Western society, its masculine sym
bols, language and values. Not sur
prisingly, Gloria Steinem urges
sisters to pray to God because "She
Catholic feminists cannot be
laughed off as fanatical freaks on
the lunatic fringe of the faith. Their
militant tactics often turn people
off, but they are forcing the
faithful to take notice. Conscious
that the civil rights cause got
nowhere until blacks hit on a
strategy of Confrontation, feminists
have adopted their style.
• Does it work? Apparently. Op
position to female priests is
decreasing so much, states a recent
research report, that if present
trends continue, support for or
daining women should reach the 50
percent mark within five years, and
in 15 years will not only be a ma
jority but a consensus position of
the American Catholic community.
How will the Pope react? Rome
is not known to cave in to pressure,
and when a 2000 year tradition is
at stake and grave theological and
scriptural problems are involved,
chances are, the Pope won't budge.
In the long run, stand-ins (ups),
placard waving and other flam
boyant devices may well be
counter-productive, if not com
pletely off-aim. Catholic feminists
might fare better switching targets.
Some are recommending a revival
o f the deaconess order which ex
isted in the early church. A writer
suggests (The Priest, March 1979)
that “ before discussing the
possiblity of women cardinals.”
Historically, ordination was not
a prerequisite for the cardinalate
(until recenlty) and a woman—
Mother Teresa, lor example—
would add luster to this male
stronghold and lend greater
credibility to the church’s deter
mination to exploit women’s
potential more fully.
The issue of women’s rights in
the Catholic Church is far from
Joseph L. Lennon, O.P. is Ihe vice
president fo r community affairs.
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COMMENTARY—
To The Special People
Who Try With No Reward
Dear Editor:
This is not to criticize any
organization nor to criticize any
group of people, but to tell a group
o f people that they are special. At
this tense time of second semester
with all of the applications for all
ol the different clubs, the anxiety
level of the applicants is tremen
dous. It always seems as though the
same students make all o f the dif
ferent clubs, and the little people
who work so hard all year, always
get left behind, with nothing but a
pre-dated form letter and con

descending remarks to ease the hurt
o f rejection. It is those people who
always try and never seem to make
it, that are the special people, for
without them thisschool would be
nothing. Don't ever look at
yourself as a loser, because you
know deep down inside that you
could have done the job just as well
as the person who made it, if you
were only given the chance. And
one other thing don’t ever think
that anyone is better than you,
because they’re not.
Signed
One of them

Good Luck Colonel
I was happy to hear that the Col
onel was appointed Director of
Security lor next year, and it
puzzles me why any students would
strongly object to it. It’s great that
someone who has done so much
for this college over the years isn’t
leaving after what seemed to be a
lover’s quarrel in the Residence Of
fice for one thing, and its even bet
ter that his experience may lead to
a shake up in a department that is
lacking in some areas.
In one of my first columns for
the Con-/1 wrote a short statement
asking how about a half dozen auto
break-ins could occur in the same
area without security being stepped
up in it. BOOM! A girl who work
ed in the office wrote a letter poin
ting out all of my grammatical er
rors, and 1 even got a letter from
Mike Reagan using his personal
signature, “ you don’t know what
you’re talking about.” Now where
would mankind be without that
kind of insight?
Thanks guys, it taught me how
to give credit where credit is due
and to try to find how other
students feel before writing an ar
ticle. Well, after being here almost
a year I have to admit that the
hockey games and concerts were
handled beautifully by the PC of
ficers. Very little garbage was
tolerated by the men in black, the
fire lanes were kept clear and they
kept traffic moving along very well.
I’ve worked late nights at a girl’s
dorm on the lower campus, and
two instances occured when a stu
dent had to be hospitalized. The
guard’s response on both occasions
couldn’t have been faster, at one
lime he beat cut the ambulance by
twelve minutes, and he handled the
incident as professionally as any
policeman could be expected to.
But while many major events
and incidents are handled in the
most professional manner, many
others of less importance are bungl
ed. Little things in the security
system require improvement, as do
some larger ones. There is a mood
among many lower campus
residents that the security patrols
are often inadequate. I have heard
many students swearing about
snoozing guards in the parking lot.

and there is a growing horror story
concerning the ceramics area com
bination parking lot/bar.
Moreover, some night time desk
personnel have noticed a slow
response on the part of the guards
to come to their assistance when a
late night alarm sounds. The
guards often sight a lack of man
power as the reason for delays,
which is yet another thing for a newhead of security to look into.

Joe
D evine
It is very important to remember
that when a break down of securi
ty occurs it may be as much the
fault of adminstrative policy as it
is the men on duty. At least on the
surface, it seems to be a very big
task for one person to handle
security,
landscape,
and
maintenance. The inefficiencies of
the security system may best be
ended by both a policy and man
power shake up, and who would
know better about the needs of this
campus then a man who has been
here twenty years?
The Colonel I’m sure will be in
strumental in looking into a varie
ty of policies that will make the
campus safer and more efficiently
patrolled place. Among the the
ideas suggested was a guardhouse
by the Fennell gate, a more direct
night time phone line to the security
office, rather than the switchboard
answering service, a look in to the
possible need for more man power
and possibly (though heaven for
bid), a system of checks on the
minority of guards who allegedly
drink and sleep while on duty.
A fair system implemented by
the new boss should not draw any
flack from any of the better securty guards, who I’m sure will not
object to a more efficient opera
tion. Why should there be a lack
o f trust if both the men and the of
fice are genuinely interested in the
well being of the students?
Joe Devine is a member o f the class
o f 1989 ancl a Business Admin isira-

Letters...
Thank Y ou , R esidence
Board M em bers
Dear Editor:
The Residence Board has truly
lound a place on the map this year.
After a year featuring over 100 in
dividual dorm achievements and 30
executive board achievements, the
campus has witnessed a totallyrevised organization. Some of the
major projects we sponsored this
year were: selling basketball and
hockey tickets in the dorms: runn
ing the Christmas “Tuck-In” Ser
vice; coordinating two “ Battle of
the Dorms” ; and successfullyorganizing eight “ Blind Date
Balls". The largest project of the
year involved the opening of the
new Colonel’s Corner, th is project
saw the installment of two pool
•tables, two ping pong tables, two
video games, a jukebox, a dart
board, a VCR (showing free
movies), a rug and refreshments.
All of this was offered to the en
tire student body as a late night
alternative on Friday and Saturday
nights from II p.m. to 3 a..m. This
“ alternative” was made possible by
a 40 person volunteer squad of Colonel's Corner workers.

As a result of our success this
year, 1 have received tremendous
praise. Too often, the President of
an organization receives all o f the
recognition. I feel there are a
number of people who deserve tobe commended. First, the other ex
ecutive board members; Kevin
Spellman (Vice-President); Sheila
Holland (Treasurer); and Joe
Garvey (Secretary). These three
epitomize the terms hard working
and dedicated. Also, the Colonel
and Fr. Heath. Both men honestly
cannot do enough lor the student
body, and they deserve our respect
and gratitude. Finally, a plea to all
Resident students. I ask you to ap
preciate all of the work that your
Dorm President, Treasurer, and-1
Floor Representatives did l or you .
this year. To every one of the 125
Residence Board members, who
worked all year long, for no pay,
no recognition, just a desire to
help, I say Thank You, for truly,
you are the rightful recipients of
the praise.
Patrick J. Sears

Church And
It’s Teaching
Dear Kditor:

As an alumnus of Providence
College and as a member of the
faculty for more than sixteen years,
let me express my disappointment
over the article printed in' the
March 19 Cowl on the Vatican
Document on higher education.
The cliche-ridden article was
slanted against the Vatican, which
is an odd position for a Catholic
College paper to take and pandered
to fears o f the loss of government
aid, therefore appealing more to
the pocketbook than to logic! How
sad to see Catholic colleges
disputing the Church's right to say
what constitutes Catholic theology.
How sad to see the tired cliche
again that Rome doesn't unders
tand the "American" church.
Perhaps she understands only too
well. Of course what is neve/
discussed is the right o f the faithful
(even those in.Catholic colleges) to
hear authentic Catholic doctrine),
a point often made by John Paul
II and underscored by the new
Code o f Canon Law, cf. Canon
229. This is a right even more basic
than that of Catholic theologians
to theorize on their research, which
often greatly enriches the Church,
provided it recognizes the boun
daries of official Catholic teaching.
Fr. Giles R. Dimock. O.P.

Cowl Supports Plagerism?
Dear Editor:
While watching the Today show
a lew weeks back, I caught a seg
ment that discussed the growing
problem of plagarism at large state
colleges. Specifically, the interview
dealt with the availability of term
papers for purchase in the state of
California.
“ Good thing ole PC doesn’t
have those kinds of problems," I
mused. But then it struck me. Does
not the Cowl have advertisements
for purchasable research papers?

Checking the March 25 issue, my
suspicions proved correct when I
found two such advertisements on
Upon further investigation I
learned that the Cowl has been ac
cepting paid advertising From these
term paper warehouses for quite
some time. Writers Block Cured,
Research Papers, Toll Free
Hotline, 1-800... All headlines that
siren the easy way out for those un
fortunate enough not to own a pen,
but fortunate enough to possess a
checking account.

The-Co tv/, as an organization,
represents the truth, honesty and
spirituality that arc the alleged
goals ol our commmuniiv. Bv
cashing the checks of these adver
tisers has the Cowl altered these
goals?
Perhaps the Cowl should solicit
advertisements from the two
Brown University students who
were recently brought up on
criminal charges. What is the dif
ference anyway? Both are examples
of prostitution.
James I.. Gagliano

P roductive, P ositive Changes
as C olonel H eads Security
D ear Kditor:

This letter responds to the
Cowl's recently published article
concerning the appointment if Col
onel Andrew- A. DelCorsoas Direc
tor of Security. This article was an
unfair representation of Colonel
DelCorso, as it did not portray his
true image. Wc have all worked
closely with the Colonel for at least
three years; therefore, we feel wc
know his character belter than
those anonymously quoted in the
article of April 16, 1986. It must be
noted that this is not meant to be
a tribute to but rather an accurate

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to an ar
ticle w'hich appeared in last week’s
Cowl. In regards to the Colonel’s
future position as head of the
security deparment, I must-beg to
differ with the attitudes expressed
by the present “ security” force.
Colonel DelCorso’s taking over of
the security department will un
doubtedly prove to be one of the
more productive changes in the ad
ministration of the school.
The present security force here at

description of Colonel DelCorso.
The position of Associate Direc
tor of Residence invloves great
responsibility and disciplinary
authority, as will his new appoint
ment, lor this reason lie has often
been
misjudged
and
misunderstood. Colonel DelCorso
has for the past twenty years
dedicated his life to the Providence
College community. In addition to
devoting all his time and energy to
serving this college, it is important
to emphasize that his main concern
is the welfare of the student body.
Those of us fortunate enough to
know Colonel DelCorso appreciat

to Providence College and would
like to take this time to thank him.
In regards to his new appoint
ment, Colonel DelCorso will only
enhance the efficiency, excellence
and performance Oft he PC .Securi
ty Department. We hare the
highest respect for this man and
will miss him in the Residence
Office.

Providence >s mediocre at best. It
is ironic that there were two ears
broken into in Dore parking lot on
the night that the Cowl was
distributed.
The attitude of security regar
ding the Colonel’s new position as
expressed in the article appears to
be one o f animosity. The operative
word here is “ appears". “ He tends
to sneak around a lot and he might
try to make things rough for the
students."
That isn’t anomosity, folks, that
is fear. The Colonel will inevitably

show us how a good security force
should be run. Certainly the ob
vious inconipeteney should be run.
Certainly the obvious incompeten
cy of the present security system
will be cleaned up as soon as the
Colonel takes his new position.
I have worked (as an RA) with
the Colonel for almost a year now.
I know for a fact that he does not
intentionally “ make things rough
for the students." He cares. If he
didn’t, he would have declined his

Monica McHugh
Colleen Mooney
Katie Auger
Kim Ktisso
Panic larsa

Coat, on page 20
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BUSINESS
Business N ew s Sum m ary

Week o f April 15-19
Tuesday, April 15,1986
*Talks between President Reagan
and Japanese Prime Minister
Nakasone ended after two days of
discussion mainly about trade
issues. Prime Minister Nakasone
said the $50 billion U.S. trade
deficit could begin to decrease star
ling this fall, and that the economic
structure of his nation would be
directed away from savings and
exports.
*The controversial Seabrook
nuclear power plant of NH may
shut down in the summer rather
than build shelters for nearby
beaches in case of radiation escap
ing
during
an
accident.
Massachusetts Governor Dukakis
proposed the shelters and Seabrook
has decided to consider a shutdown
while a third party can study the
situation to see if shelters arc
necessary.
Wednesday, April 16,1986
‘ The Federal Reserve Board
reported a decline in U.S. industrial
production for the second con
secutive month. The two month
decline of 0.7 percent in February
and 0.5 percent in March, has not
oecured since the recession of 1982.
*Car buyer incentives are credited
with the 2.8 percent gain in sales
for early April as compared with
the same time last year. The sales
rate of 7.9 million units was only
slightly off from the 8 million units
predicted by Wall Street.
‘Ocean Spray Cranberries Incor
porated has announced its fifth
cranberry juice drink: Cranblucberry, which will be available
starting May I.

Petroleum Exporting Companies
(OPEC) are far from reaching a
settlement over the recent drop in
oil prices, but talks will begin again
today.
Friday, April 18, 1986
*The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development’s
meeting in Paris yesterday was in
terrupted by a dispute about a
possible trade war between the U.S.
and Europe.
‘ A fter the w ithdrawal o f
TransCanada Pipelines’ takeover
bid two days ago, Hiram Walker
Resources, known for its liquor
and energy concern, has accepted
the $2.38 billion offer for 77.5 per
cent of its stock from Gulf Canada.
*A new study shows that despite
the quicker rise in women’s in
come, women have not gained
economic grounds on men since
1959 due to females having heavier
financial burdens and lost leisure
Saturday, April 18. 1986
‘ In a decision by the U.S. tax
court, which overruled the IRS
shareholders
of American
Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany, are considered not liable for
federal income taxes on. stock
distributed as part o f AT & T's
break up.
‘ Arthur Guinness & Sons has suc
cessfully taken over The Distillers
Company, makers of Dewar's and
Johnnie Walker scotches as well as
Tangueray and Gordon gins. The 1
takeover, costing $4.1 billion, will
create the world's largest interna
tional beverage and liquor
company.

Thursday. April 17.1986

Sunday, April 20, 1986

*E.F. Hutton & Company Incor
porated said that two studies con
ducted after outside consultants
questioned the company's handling
o f customer funds and securities,
did not find any violations of
federal laws and regulations.
*A report from the Commerce
Department said construction of
new homes and apartments fell by
2.4 percent in March, but still re
mained at its highest since 1978.
‘ Members of the Organization of

‘The strength of the British pound
was seen this week when the four
largest ' Ommercial banks reduced
their lending rates for the second
lime this month.
‘Toyotia, the car maker from
Japan,;announced an increase in its
product ion for fiscal 1985. The 8.1
percent increase from the year
beforei s the highest recorded thus
far ai 2: million unit

T h e Italian
A m erican
E xperience
THIS SUMMER J u n e 2 9 , 1 9 8 6 - J u ly 1 1 , 1 9 8 6
This summer spend two weeks in a residential program
directed tow ard the study of the Italian-American
Experience. The program, a three-credit course conducted
in English, includes films, a field trip to a locale of
significance, guest lecturers, and theatrical and musical
performances.
The program is ideally suited for teachers or
undergraduate students of Italian, History or Political
Science. Depending on the specific program, the credit
hours may be transferable for graduate degree credits.

Businesses Look to Students
for Temporary Help
In case you haven’t heard, the
temporary market for students is
booming. Good help has always
been hard to find and, in a robust
economy, it has become even more
difficult for area business.
“ With the unemployment rate
bouncing at 5 percent, employers
are findng it harder to fill jobs and
recruit people,” according to Bet
sy
Houghteling
of
the
Massachusetts Division of Employ
ment Security.
As the shortage increases, tem
porary help service firms are pro
viding many opportunities for
students to sample a variety of jobs
and earn good pay. Both full time
and part time positions are
available from May through
August.
“ We never have enough help to
fill the jobs we have,” says senior
recruiter, Debbie Donahue, with
TAC/Temp’s office in Burlington,
MA. "Students have become a
main source for meeting needs of
employers, especially during the
summer months.”

Personnel managers at tem
porary services in most parts of
New England say they are getting
calls from businesses looking for all
types of workers with a variety of
skills.
Some students take jobs as temps
in order to get a position. It also
gives companies an opportunity to
try out a potential employee before
hiring him or her.______________

“ Students have be
come a main source
for meeting needs
of employers...”
“ Businesses are more comfor
table now with the idea of using
student temps,” says James Fabiano, manager of TAC/Temps
for the New England Region.
“ They are offering jobs in diverse
fields...from the factory to the
front office.”
“ When a student comes in our
office looking for temporary work,
our job is to match a company’s.

Consumer News

Middleton
Award
Given

The Veterans Administration an
nounced today that Albert L.
Jones, M.D., a physician-scientist
at the VA Medical Center in San
ed salicylates, the active ingredient
Headaches, muscle aches, fever,
Francisco, will receive the agency's
of which is salicylic acid. Aspirin
arthritis. T hat’s when most people
highest scietific honor- the William
not only relieves minor aches and
reach for aspirin or f o r '
S. Middleton Award.
pains, it also brings down fevers by
acetaminophen (best known by
Jones is being recognized for his
interfering with the body’s ther
such brand names as Datril,
work
on the physiology, cell
mostat in the brain. Because it
Panadol, Anacin-3, and Tylenol).
biology and biochemistry of the
reduces inflammation, aspirin is
Sometimes it can be confusing as
liver and gastrointestinal tract-, his
often the drug choice in many
to which of these two is best for
findings have resulted in the
kinds of arthritis. If aspirin is taken
you. In many ways aspirin and
development of novel approaches
for arthritis, it should be done so
acetaminophen are similar, but
to the diagnosis of liver disease,
under the strict supervision of a
there are some important dif
and
his research has had an impact
doctor.
on the fields of liver metabolism,
ferences consumers should know
Aspirin is considered safe for
intestinal immunology, geron
most people, but it does have some
To help you recognize those dif
tology, endocrinology and
side effects. The most common are
ferences and get the facts on both
cardiology.
nausea or vomiting and stomach ir
pain relievers, the U.S. Food and
He will be honored at the na
ritation. Pregnant women should
Drug Administration has two free
tional meeting of the American
consult with their doctors about
reprints of articles from FDA Con
Federation for Clinical Research in
taking any drug unless it is ab
sumer Magazine. Aspirin vs.
Washington D.C., May 3, 1986.
solutely necessary, but should be
A cetam inophen (lien 542P)
Jones was educated at the
particularly careful about aspirin.
describes the two pain relievers and
University of Washington School
Aspirin taken during the last three
compares their benefits and possi
of Medicine in Seattle. He began
months of pregnancy may increase
ble side effects. For Treating A r
his VA career in 1968 at the San
the length o f the pregnancy, pro
thritis, Start With Aspirin (Item
Francisco Medical Center. Since
long labor, or cause other problems
547P) describes different drugs, in
1982, he has served as Associate
during delivery.
cluding aspirin, used to treat the
Chief of Staff for Research and
Acetam inophen has been '
different types of arthritis. For
Development. In 1983, he became
available in the United States as an
your free copies of these articles
■ Director of the Intestinal Im
over-the-counter drug since 1955.
write to the Consumer Information
munology Research Center. Jones
It is just as effective as aspirin in
Center, Dept. SJ, Pueblo, CO
also is Asssociate Director of the
relieving pain and reducing fever,
81009.
Liver Research Center at the
but it has no effect at all on inflam
Aspirin is perhaps the most
University of California, San Fran
m ation. For this reason,
popular nonprescription drug on
cisco, which involves the VA
acetaminophen is not used in the
Medical Center and San Francisco
the market today.
treatment of arthritis, rheumatism,
It belongs to a class of drues call
General Hospital.
Continued on page 9
The Middleton Award is the
highest honor given by the VA in
RBSMRCH PAPBRC
recognition of outstanding achieve
r I4 ,2 7 t u> chooM from—ad aubjacta
ment
in biomedical research. The
East Side
Onto Calotog Today with VaalMC of COO
award is named for. William S.TYPING
Middleton, M.D., who served as
U S E D 800-351-0222
in Calif. (213) 4770228
SERVICE
VA’s Chief Medical Director from
1955 to 1963.
1132*kUn 6a . facets, LoaAngata CA90025

Do You Know Your Drugs?

M-F 8:30 am - 7 pm
Saturdays & Sundays 1-6 pm
Term Papers - Resumes - Business
Letters 50 cents each in quantities
Open 7 Days
190 Angell Street
421-7080

F I N A N C I A L A ID
& S C H O L A R S H IP S

a re available!
UNDERGRADUATE
GRADUATE - ATHLETIC

For a ddition a l in fo rm a tio n call o r write:

Dr. Remo THvelll
c/o Summer 1986 Italian-American Institute
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
(401) 792-5911

needs with the job-seekers skills.
We can usually find a temporary
job for almost any student who
wants work.”
Among the largest temporary
service firms in New England,
TA C/Tem ps has 16 offices
throughout Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and New Hampshire.
The vast majority of requests for
temporary help are still for clerical,
office and light industrial workers.
Hourly wages for a basic clerk
typists job or for a light industrial
worker, can pay as high as $7.85
with word processing skills bring
ing as high as $12 an hour.
Unlike employment agencies,
temporary help services do not
charge the job seeker a fee for fin
ding a position. The firm’s profit
is included in the hourly rate charged the business for the employee.

Writers’ Block Cured
Send S2 for catalog of over 16,000
topics to assist your writing efforts and
. you defeat Writers1 Block. For in
fo, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-S745.
(In Illinois, call 312-922-0300.) Authors'
Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 S. Dearborn
Chicago, II, 50605.

W E ’R E YOU R
TY PE
421-0401

B

★ CONSUMER
NEWS
Continued from ds. 8
or other conditions such as sprains t
where inflammation might occur.'
Acetaminophen has fewer side ef
fects than aspirin. It doesn’t irritate
the stomach and rarely causes,
allergic reactions.
Although acetaminophen is not
effective in the treatment o f ar
thritis, aspirin and a number of
Other drugs such as ibuprofin,
which is now available over the
counter, and indomethacin, which
is available by prescription, have
been proven effective for some
kinds o f arthritis. These drugs are.
not without side effects, however,
and can cause nausea, vomiting,’
and adbominal distress.
To learn more about the dif
ferent drugs used to treat arthritis
and about thee differences and
similarities between aspirin and
acetaminophen, send for For
Treating Arthritis, Start with
Aspirin (Item 547P) and Aspirin
Vs. Acetaminophen (Item 542P,
Free). At the same time you will
also receive a free copy o f the Con
sumer Information Catalog. The
Catalog is published quarterly by;
the Consumer Information Center
of the U.S. General Services Ad
ministration and it lists more than
200 fact-filled government publica
tions on a wide variety of consumer
subjects.

IABC
Wants

YOU!
•ABC, the International
Association of Business Com
municators, is opening a student
chapter on the Providence College
campus.
The IABC program is open to all
students interested in a Public Rclations/Communications career, and
involves the development of useful
skills and contacts for future career
help.
Upon joining, students will be
paired up with local PR/Communications professionals for pur
poses o f career help, advice, or
possible internships. This aspect of
the program will involve roughly a
one year committment.
Meetings will be held once a
month to discuss the projects and
achievements of its members, as
well as to plan future activities. In
addition, workshops will be held on
campus with special speakers and
career topics. In the fall, award
contests will be announced
statewide with cash prizes for com
munications projects.
On a national level, membership
in the IABC will include subscrip-,
tion to Communication World as
well as three issues o f the “ Class
Communication” newsletter, by
students for students. Additional
ly, members will have access to Job
Line—a nationwide telephone job
service and C om m unication
Bank— a collection o f handbooks
by Communications professionals.
Through the IABC programs,
students will be able to develop
strong leadership and organiza
tional skills, as well as contact with
im portant
networking
opportunities.
All interested students should
contact Kathy Malone, Box 2099 or
Lynda Buckley, Box 1942, or see
John McGrath in the Career Place
ment office for further informa
tion. Meetings will be posted in
Slavin soon. IABC wants to know
about you!
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Basic Tips for
Success

1. Know where your job fits within
the organization.
2. Put your efforts into the tasks
that your boss values. You earn an
A when you please your boss, not
necessarily when you do what you
think is important.
3. Don’t be afraid to ask questions,
and learn where to go for answers.
4. Let other people know when
you've done a good job. Being
good isn’t enough; people have to
know you’re good.
5. Learn to communicate well—
and to the right people.
6. Always share credit; never share
7. Stay cool and reasonable. Don’t
let your emotions control your
actions.
8. Be sensitive to office politics.
9. Remember the importance of
networking.
10. Learn how to manage stress
before you need to.

Women
‘Tailored clothing only. No frills,
ruffles, straps, or plunging
necklines. People won’t take you
seriously if you affect a “ feminine”
style.
‘Suits and blazers in plain, neutral
colors or understated plaids.
‘ Dresses in dark colors, worn with
or without blazers.
‘ Scarves for color accents.
‘Skirts that are pleated, straight, or
dirndl, with no extreme slits.
‘ Basic dark pumps with medium or
low heels.
‘ Stud earrings, gold or pearl
necklaces. Avoid dangling
•bracelets.
Men
‘ Dark o r gray suits, solid,
pinstripe, or shadow plaid. Navy
blazer and gray trousers.
‘ Dress shirts in solid colors, most
ly white, pale blue, or yellow.
‘ Variety of ties in muted colors but
in contrast to the suit. Solids,
stripes, or small patterns.
‘ Calf-length hose in dark colors to
match suits.
‘ Black or brown 1 inch belt.
‘ Tassle loafers, wingtips, or laceup shoes.
‘Avoid flashy cuff links, rings, or
neck chains.

Is The Economy
Solid or Not?
Most of the world’s major in
dustrial countries are continuing to
register solid economic growth, but
' weakness in Japan suggests that the
nation’s expansion has come to a
halt, the Conference Board
reported in its International
Economic Scoreboard.
The leading index in Japan has
turned negative, declining at an an
nual rate o f 1 percent. Three
months ago this index, which pro
jects future economic conditions,
was rising at 1 percent. Six months
ago it was climbing at an annual
rate o f 8 percent.
Japan’s economic performance
index, which tracks current
economic conditions, is advancing
at a rate of 2 percent, the same as
three months ago but down from
4 percent six months ago.
The indexes are compiled mon
thly for the Conference Board by
the Center lor International

i Business Cycle Research at the Col
umbia Business School.
Latest data show that growth
patterns around the world are ex
hibiting increasing diversity.
Australia’s leading index has slow
ed to an annual rate of 4 percent,
after moving at a 12 percent clip
only three months ago. But in Tai
wan, which continues to climb out
o f its earlier slump, the leading in
dex is increasing by 10 percent.
Elsewhere, the leading index in Ita
ly is rising at a rate of 8 percent;
in Canada 7 percent; in France 4
percent; in West Germany 3 per
cent; and 2 percent in the United
Kingdom.
In the U.S. the leading index is
moving up at a rate o f only 1 per
cent. Notes Geoffrey Moore, direc
tor of the Center: “The U.S. ex
pansion is continuing but its vigor
has yet to reach the standard being
set by Wall Street.”

Get Psyched!
Spring Break ’86!!!

GRADUATES
CALL
1-800-457-4065
FOR $400 A N D
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD
It’s Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company
■ You m u st receive at
le ast a b a c h e lo r’s degree
o r a state R N license
b e tw e e n O c to b e r 1, 1985
a n d S e p te m b e r 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit
■ You m u st have v erifi
ab le em p lo y m e n t th a t
begins w ith in 120 days
o f y o u r q u alify in g v eh i
cle p u rc h a se a t a salary
su fficien t to cover o rd i
n a ry living ex p en ses an d
y o u r v eh icle p ay m en t.
■ Your c re d it reco rd , if
you have o n e, m u st in d i
c a te p ay m e n t m a d e as
agreed.

■ A n d d o n ’t fo rg et...y o u
m u st receive a t le ast a
b a c h e lo r’s degree o r a
state R N licen se b etw e en
O c to b e r 1, 1985 a n d S ep
te m b e r 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: E sco rt, E sco rt EXP,
T em po, M ustang,
T h u n d e rb ird
M ercu ry : L ynx, Topaz,
C ap ri, C o u g ar
F ord T ruck: A erostar,
B ro n co II, Ranger,
F-150 & F -2 5 0

f o ^ L G£ c*,

You are elig ib le fo r $ 4 0 0
even if you d o n ’t fin a n c e
y o u r p u rch ase. U se it
to w ard y o u r d o w n p ay 
m e n t o r get a c h e c k fro m
F o rd a fte r th e p u rc h a se
o r lease.
T h e a m o u n t o f y o u r p re 
ap p ro v ed c re d it is d e te r
m in ed by th e q u alifie d
v eh icle you buy.
If a v eh icle is n o t in
d e a le r sto ck , it m u st
be o rd e re d by Ju n e 1,
1986. D eliv ery o f all
v eh icles m u st b e ta k e n
by A u g u st 31, 1986.
F o r c o m p lete d etails o n
h o w to g et y o u r $ 4 0 0
plus pre-ap p ro v ed cred it,
ca ll th e to ll-free n u m b e r
today.

1-800-457-4065
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ARTS/ENT!
Coffeehouse with Tim Meis:
Original & Entertaining
by Bill Frates
PC's Tim Meis performed Iasi
Tuesday night ai ihe Coffeehouse
with an array of lolk-roek tunes
ranging from Don McLean lo
Bruce Springsteen. Meis. a
sophomore from New Jersey,
demonsiraied exceptional har
monica and guitar playing ability
while adding a personal touch to
the music he performed.
On such songs as Bob Dylan's
"Like a Rolling Stone” and
Springsteen's "Atlantic City",
Meis stayed true to the rhythm of
Ihe original recordings. However,
Tim 's strength was evident in his
alterations of tempo on Springs
teen’s “ No Surrender" and John
Cougar Mellencamps’s “ Small
Town” . Here, Meis gave slower,
unique versions of the two hits.
Unfortunately during intermittent
periods, Tim’s voice did not

penetrate his guitar play. But this
was not so during the upbeat
"Everybody Loves Me Baby” and
Springsteen’s “4th of July, Asbury
Park". On these tunes, Meis' voice
equalled his exceptional instrument
performance. The highlight of the
night was a strong version of Don
McLean’s "Vincent” .
Tim Meis, who took guitar
lessons only for a short period, has
been playing for ten years and
practices about two hours every
day. He obviously enjoys music
and has been known to spon
taneously jam on the steps of Ray
mond Cafeteria late into the night.
Influenced by the Beatles, the
Alarm and Bob Dylan, Meis’ own
songs reflect the style of these per
formers, and particularly the haun
ting tone of Bruce Springsteen’s
Nebraska LP. Congratulations
Tim for a fine debut at the
Coffeehouse.

T im Meis sang a variety o f songs during his Coffeehouse debut.
_____________ _

COMING:

May 20-25
Providence
Civic Center
For ticket info, call

331-6700

Brown Theatre Presents
Linney’s Play Childe Byron
Brown Theatre will present,
Childe Byron, a play by Romulus
1 inney about the poet Byron and
his reconciliation with the daughter
lie loved but never knew after in
fancy. Performances arc schedul
ed for Thursday through Sunday
evenings, April 24-27 and May 1-4
at 8:00 in Leeds Theatre.
Childe Byron takes place in the
imagination of Byron’s daughter,
Ada, whose fury at having been
abandoned at such an early age by
her unscrupulous father is evident
throughout the play. The historical
reputation of the great Romantic
poet Lord Byron is that o f an
amoral man whose hunger for los e
led him u> affairs wit It both men and
women and some sexual escapades
that would challenge even the loose
morals of today. I inney has set the
time of theday at the day of Ada’s
death front cancer at the age of 36.
Byron also died at the age of 36 and

their confrontation within the play
finds them both at the same age.
The battle that ensues between
logical daughter and highly emolional l£it her leads the audience
through a vivid clash ol' contrary
feelings. The result is father and
daughter ’s recognition o f their
fellow spirits, making them surprisingly me>re alike than d ifferent.
Diree ted by John Emigh,
Brown’s Childe Byron maintains
the Hallineinatory nalure of Linnev'x wriling. Scenery it, designed
by John R. Lucas with costumes by
Maragrc t Fitzsimmons. Linney’s
inspiration for the creation of
Childe Byron is siiid to have been
found in Lord Byron's poetry ad
dressing his painful exile from his
daughter. 1.inney, too, had been
separated from his daughter and
coincidentally, Ada is played by the
playwright's own daughter, Laura
I.inney, who is a senior at Brown,
l ickets to Childe Byron are $5

ATTENTION ALL
Pastoral Council
M em bers:
Th e re will be a party
Tu esda y, April 29 th.

Watch for details!

each on Thursdays and Sundays,
S6 each on Fridays and Saturdays,
Student and senior citizen dis
counts are available with tickets
costing $3 on Thursdays and Sun
days and $4 on Fridays and Satur
days. For inform ation call
863-2838.

(P ho to by Brian Thro n to n )

Symphonic Band in Spring
Performance in Newport
by Liz Gambuto

began with a militant march, call
ed The March o f the Belgian
Paratroopers. Allegro and Chorale
was the next number, which
created a nuance of moods ranging
from the bright and happy begin
ning to a harmonic interlude
leading to a dramatic ending. The
final selection was a scintillating ar
rangement by the modern com
poser, James Swearingen. Cov
ington Square is a beautiful ensem
ble o f sound which immediately
carries the listener away with its ex
citing opening.
Together the bands played two
very challenging compositions. The
first was the English Folk Song
Suite which has three inner
movements: two are marches and
the middle one is a melodic inter
mission. The finale of the program
was a John Philip Sousa march
called The Glory o f the Yankee

With the beautiful backdrop of
the sparkling ocean, the PC Sym
phonic Band joined the Salve
Regina College Concert Band at
Ochre Court in Newport for a
spring performance on April 18th.
Under the direction of Mr. Bruce
Abbott, the Salve Regina College
Concert Band is in their second
year of existence. The sixteen piece
band may be small, but their talent
is great. They performed three
various arrangements: Centurion,
a striking march to open their pro
gram, followed by a Latin flavored
piece called Calypso, and ending
with a lovely rendition of Ger
shwin’s Rhapsody in Blue with a
fine piano accompaniment.
Mr. Abbott was a student of Mr.
.1. .1. Swoboda, the band director
here. The PC Symphonic Band
enhanced the performance with
three pieces of their own. They also

continued on page II

Short Takes: Movies for the
Spring and Summer Months
by Raul Marchand
Legend: an exquisite fan
tasy/ad venture directed by Ridley
Scott [Alien, Blade Runner ) open
ed in theaters all over the nation on
April 18. Tom Cruise (Risky
Business ) and Tim Curry [The
Rocky Horror Show ) star in this
S25 million production. Look for
a review in the Arts and Entertain
ment section soon.
Cobra: Sylvester Stallone’s latest
movie is a cop flick due in May
from Warner Brothers. Brigette
Neilsen (Red Sonja. Rocky IV )
co-stars in this super-violent movie
from the director of First Blood
Pan 2.
Big Trouble in Little China:
described by director John
Carpenter (Halloween j as an "action/adventure/com edy/K ungfu/ghost/monster movie’ with a
reported budget of $20 million plus
and starring Kurt Russel (Escape
From New York, Silk wood ) and
Kim Cattrall (Porky's, Police
Academy ), this movie definitely
sounds like a lot of fun.
Labyrinth: an epic fantasy directed
by Jim Henson (The Muppels ) and
starring David Bowie and Jennifer

Connelly (Creepers) is about a girl
whose baby brother is kidnapped
by goblins (they used hundreds of
nasty looking muppets) and thus
she must travel to the land of the
goblins and enter a labyrinth to get
into the Goblin City and find the
Gobling King (Bowie). Terry Jones
(Monty Python’s The Meaning o f
Life ) wrote the screenplay.
Other short notes: You like horror
movies? Then look out for sequels
such as Nightmare on Elm Street
Pan 3, Friday the 13th Part VI,
The Exorcist III, and The Evil
Dead II ...the 15th James Bond
epic will be called The Living
Daylights. But, who will be play
ing the new super spy? No one
knows yet... Star Trek IV is cur
rently shooting with the regular
series cast (William Shatner,

Leonard Nemoy, etc...)... Alien
Part II is now caljed simply Aliens
and is being directed by James
Cameron (The Terminator ) for a
possible June release...Dolph Lundgren (the Russian opponent in
Rocky IV ) is being considered to
play the live-action version of HeMan and The Masters o f the
Universe... Arnold Schwarzenegger
(Commando ) stars in The Runn
ing Man, a $17 million adaptation
o f Stephen King
Bachman
novella...Michael Jackson stars in
Captain EO, a movie directed by
Francis Ford Coppola (The God
father ) and produced by George
Lucas (Star Wars’ series) that will
only play in Epcot Center in
Florida and at Disneyland in
California. The movie was filmed
in 3-D so Michael can dance
connng-at-yc

A F R O -A M E R IC A N S O C IE T Y
of

P R O V ID E N C E C O L L E G E
p r e s e n ts

F A N T A S Y EX P LO SIO N
F a s h io n S h o w — A lu m n i C a f e t e r i a — 8 p . m .
F R I D A Y , A P R I L 2 5 , 1986
A d m is s io n $ 5 .0 0
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ERTAINMENTThe Kins o f Hearts: Full
o f L ove & Laughter
by Anne Sullivan
Comedy, romance, and adven
ture highlight the completion of the
Blackfriars Theatre 1985-86
season. The King o f Hearts, a
whimsical musical about friendship
and love, takes to the Blackfriars
stage at Providence College from
April 24-27.
Based on the book by Steve
Tesich, the play takes place in
France on the day before the ar
mistice which brings World War I
to a close. A not-so confident
American soldier, Johnny Able,
must diffuse German bombs that
have been planted in a small French
town. The townspeople have fled,
and the imaginative inmates o f St.
Anne’s Asylum take control o f the
town for one day. They fulfill their
dreams by acting out their former
ly repressed personalities. Under
' the guidance of Johnny they live in
harmony and friendship unlike the
■’sane” countries, at war. While
struggling with the absurdity of war
and these’ weirdos, Johnny finds
that fhe only thing worth
dedicating yourself to...is love.
On the day that he is king,
Johnny quickly matures from a
confused private who only
volunteers for a dangerous mission
so that he had something to tell the
folks at home, to a courageous
hero who overcomes his fear of
bombs and crazy people.
The songs, composed by Peter
Link, and lyricist Jacob Brackman,
range from smooth, waltz-like love
ballads to upbeat, spicy can-can
numbers.
Michael Day (as Johnny) and
Natalie Mageau (as Juene Fille)
perform an exceptional duet in
“ Nothing Only Love” , whereupon
kissing Johnny, Juene Fille
discovers that he is the prophetic
King of Hearts that they have
waited for all these years. Johnny
comes to reign peacefully over

"K en tucky-by-the-sea.” Mary
Ellen Kopp (as Madeleine) also
sparkles in her rendition of “ Down
at Madeleine's” in which we learn
the forbidden “ taboo o f nice."
These PC students all do excep
tional jobs in their portrayal of
their respective characters.
Other musical highlights include
Michael Day’s solo in “Close Upon
the Hour" and the collaborative ef
fort of both the German and
American soldiers, who, harmoniz
ing to a harmonica in “ Going
Home Tomorrow” , depict the ab
surdity of war. Great acting and
comical relief from Ted Deasy (the
Barber), Stephen Dias (the BishopJ,
and
Patrick
Baxter
(as
Demosthenes) balance the emo
tional level o f the play.
Director Mary Farrell has done
a fine job coaching her cast, which
successfully conveys the at
mosphere o f adventure and confu
sion similar to that of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. Each
bizarre character contributes tp the
depiction o f a community, of
backwards beliefs and varied
values.
Musical director Reginald
Hallor, O.P. and choreographer
Wendy Oliver bring the story to life
with ebullient dances and spirited
song. Fanciful atmosphere and sur
real setting surround the stage with
the design and lighting of William
Jacobson. The creative costumes,
with original design by David
Costa-Cabral, ranges from World
War I German uniforms to
“ naughty bawdy" ladies’ garb.
The King o f Hearts which many
knowr by its cult film version is even
more effective in its musical version
of song and dance. The play flirts
with the imagination as steered by
Johnny "the child of our dreams” .
Leaving the theatre with us is the
inmates' message that finally sets
Johnny free: "d on’t you dare be
good or nice, you be terrific!"

Read John McCarty’s
Chilling New Book Psychos
Pass the popcorn! Lurking in
shadows, preying on hapless "vic
tims and terrifying thousands of
film-goers who keep coming back
lor more, the screen psycho has
been with us in varying guises sint
the dawn of movies themselves.
John McCarty’s Psychos (St. Mar
tin’s Press, $12.95, paperback,
April 30, 1986), is a complete, il
lustrated
history
of
the
"psychofilm” , from its genesis in
the 1920’s with the first treatment
of Doctor Jekvll and Mr. Hyde to
1986 and Psycho 111. This
fascinating analysis of the mad men
(and women) in rilm includes
chapters on Jack the Ripper, the
Hitchcockian psycho, female
psychos ( Whatever Happened to
Baby Jane
The Legend o f Liz-

OPEN AUDITION
FOR SUMMER
MUSICAL EVITA
AT BLACKFRIARS
FOR DETAILS,
SEE NEXT WEEK’S
A/E SECTION.

zie Bordon ), child psychos (The
Bad Seed ), exploitations psychos
(Halloween and Friday the 13th ),
and real life psychos (Heller Skelter
and lit Cold Blood. Lavishly il
lustrated and scrupulously resear
ched, Psychos also includes a
checklist o f over 400 films and will
be engrossing reading for serious
film students and horror buffs
alike.

Providence. Rl - Scene from the musical The King o f Hearts, music by Peter Link, book bv Sieve
Tesich, and lyrics by Jacob Brackman. Directed by Mary G. Farrell, the production will be presented
at the Blackfriars Theatre on the campus of Providence College on April 17-20, 24-27. Curtain at 8
p.m. except Sundays which will be at 2 p.m. For reservations, call 865-2218. Pictured: Michael Day
(Johnny Able) and Natalie Mageau (Jeune Fille). Photo by Bill Jacobson.

Sam Shepard’s Fool For Love
Show ing at Cable Car Cinem a
by Denise Tessier
Presently showing at the Cable
Car is Sam Shepard’s Fool For
Love. Shepard, one of today’s
most successful playwrights and ac
tors, is the author of this superb
mysterious, yet violently pas
sionate, love story. Shepard, who
has to his credit starring roles in
The Right S tu ff and Country.
perfects the hardened, devilish
cow-boy protagonist Eddie.
Kim Basinger, as May, com
plements Shepard well with her
sexy childishness through their long
impassioned lover’s quarrel, a
strange and emotional struggle for
Eddie to get May away from her
hideaw-ay in the El Royale Motel.
With a dreamlike quality, the
film begins slowly, introducing its
characters as indenpnHpm in

dividuals, but builds in intensity as
the film progresses and the rela
tionship between Eddie and Mav is
unfolded.
Emotions turn hot and cold,
with almost farcical intensity, un
til the high pow-ered climax ex
plodes, to the viewer’s surprise, the
'' true interpretation of Eddie, May
and Motel-mate Harry Dean Stan
ton (Repo Man ).
Other motel patrons through ihe
story serve as reminders of the sor
did past which add to the complex
mystery of the plot, and Randy
Quaid (Saturday Night Live ) as
May’s nerdish suitor, provokes
smiles while also filling out the
Fool For Love is challenging,
very enjoyable movie adaptation of

PPAC P R ES EN TS

“ 42nd STR EET”
M A Y 7 - 11
For Tickets Call 421-AR TS

Sam Shepard’s play, and as such,
lacks the special effects and scenery
ol a regular movie screenplay—it
is lilmed in the dusty, unattractive
Mojave desert.
Yet, quite like its preceeding
play, the film portrays its
characters with such concentration
and depth that they seem as real as
il they were on stage, more than
compensating for lack of special ef
fects. Sam Shepard’s talents
sparkle through this almost sur
realistic love story.
l oot For Love will be shown at
the Cable Car. held over by de
mand, lor at least one more week.
Shows arc nightly at 7:00 and 9 :15
nightly with 1 pm matinees Satur
day and Sunday.

★ PC BAND continued
From page 10
Navy. This patriotic piece was
bright and last-paced. It was a
wonderfully fitting conclusion for
a concert performed in such a
beautiful old mansion in Newport.
The PC Symphonic Band will be
nosiing the Salve Regina College
Concert' Band on 1Tiday, May 2nd
;u 7:30 pm. The stime convert will
be given with the extra added aitraction o f Paul Piccrno’s fine
chorus. Come oti down io the
Black friar’s Theatire for a pleasant

John Walsh says...
T H A T YOU M AY PURCHASE A NEW S E L E C T
FORD W ITH ...
•Pre-approved credit.
•No money down.
•$400 cash back.
•Monthly payments which start off lower than normal,
then increase to normal once they’ve settled into
their fields.

CALL JOHN WALSH A T FOURNIER FORD
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ARTS A N D ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
Providence Performing Arts
Comedian Michael Davis April 17
Center,220 Weybosset St..Pro
at 8 pm in Alumnae Hall; Los
Iri. April 25 Heart breakers
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
The Color Purple
Lobos April 19 at 8 pm in Meehan
opening for James Montegomery
mation call 421-ARTS. 42ndStreet
1:00 3:00 7:00 9:45
Auditorium.
and the East Coast Funk busters
starts May 9.
Sat & Sun. Matinees a
Sat.
. April 26 The Mustangs
Langston
Hughes
Center
for
the
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
3:00
opening
for
Jack
Smith
and
the
Arts,
I
Hilton
St.,
Providence
Washington S t., Providence,
Rockabilly Planet
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin-1
272-4400. Nostalgia April 19 at
521-1100. The Country Girl by
coin. 333-2130.
9:15 pm in the OIC Atrium.
Clifford Odet April 25-May 25
Gungho
by Christine Parisi
Sun. April 27 From 2-7 All ages
Edgewood
Congregational
Pasta by Tom Griffin April 4-May
12:45 3:00 5:10 7:30 9:40
show:
Lonny
and
the
Mystic
Jam
Church,
1788
Broad
St,
Cranston.
18 in the downstairs theatre.
Heathcliff
Hell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
mers, Nite show: Comediac Movie:
461-1344. World premiere of com
Call Fr. McPhail’s office Mon. and
1:15
3:15 5:00 7:00 9:00
Creeping Terror
pm. Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm.
poser Paul Nelson performed by
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to
Band of the Hand
Sculptor Halo Scanga April 26-May
the Henschel Ensemble and the
Mon. April 28 Comediac Movie:
Trinity Rep.
Creeping Terror
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:20 9:35
26; Student exhibition April 5-20.
Choir of Edgewood Congrega
Brown Theatre, Providence Rl,
Water
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
tional, April 20 at 3:30 pm.
Tues. April 29 Heartbeat open
863-2838.
ing for That’ll Learnya
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:10 9:20
tes.-Sun.
10am-5pm,
Providence Performing Arts
2nd Story Theatre, 75 John St.,
The Money Pit
17)267-9377. Free introductory
Center, 831-3123. Rhode Island
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
273-4196. Serenading Louie by
1:05 3:10 5:00 7:15 9:20
Providence. 521-2520.
jrs ol the Asiatic Collections.
Philharm onic with Marian
Lanford Wilson April 25-May 31.
Providence College
,
tes.-Fri. 11:30 am and 1:30 pm;
McPairland, pianist April 26 at 8
Wed. April 23 Blues Hill Ex
Blackfriars Theatre, Providence
Hunt Cavanagh Art Gallery.
I hurs. April 24 The Breakfast I
press, John Lee Hooker, Ellen
p.m. conducted by George Kent.
College, 865-2327. The King o f
Club
865-2401. Photographs by Stanley
Bishop, The Nitehawks, Robert
Hearts music by Peter Link, book
8:00
&
10:00
Summer April 6 to April 25. Hours - by Steve Tesich, lyrics by Jacob
Cray Band, John Hammond Jr.
Fri. April 25 Outdoor
Mon. - Thurs.. 9:30-4:30; Fri..
Fri. April 25 All ages show: The
Brackman, Apr. 17-20, 24-27.
9:30-4:00.
Caddyshaek and Stripes,
.
Circle Jerks
Bright Lights Theatre, Providence,
Rhode Island Committee for the
FREE ADMISSION 7:30pm Hen-1
Sat. April 26 That’ll Learnya
728-5926. Veronica's Room by Ira
Humanities The Light Must Be
drieken Field, upper campus.
and
Kid
L,
Veen
opening
for
The
Levin, Thurs.-Sat. April 3-26 at 8
Colonels
Corner
.
Sept Burning: Rhode Island
Stompers
pm. Sun. matinees April 13 and 20
Lighthouses. Past. Present, and
This is the last weekend for Col- I
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro
at 2 pm.
onel’s Corner—STOP BY
(’Thru April 15-May 7 at the
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Rhode Island Shakespeare Theatre,
by Fran Scire
vick Museum. 3259 Post
For film Information please I
Every Tues. Tom Keegan&The
SwanhursC Theatre, Newport,
check with Colleen Sheenan
Language
849-7892. Arms and the Man
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
Showcase Cinema, Warwick. _
Rhode Island School of Design
Every Wed. Max Creek
Thurs.
thru
Sun.
at
8
pm
March
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Off Interstate 95, Exit 8A, I
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
Madhatters,822 Post Rd., War
20-April 27.
885-1621
Every Mon. Nile is 51bs. Lobster wick. 781-8727.
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Alias Stage. 50 Aleppo St., Pro
Raffle
Wed.. Fri. and Sat. 10:30 am-5:00
Police Academy 3
Wed.April 23 Touch
vidence, 521-2312. Rice fo r Edna
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Tliur. 12:00-9:00 pm; The
1:25
3:25 5:25 7:30 9:30
Thurs.-Sat.April 24-26 The Buzz
by Lucinda Dohanian April
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Eden o f America: Rhode Island
Every Sun. Strutt
10-May 4.
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Landscapes 1820-1920 thru April
1:20 3:20 5:20 7:25 9:45
.
Tues.'April 29 The Buzz
Rites
and
Reason
Theatre,
Chur
Every Sat. White Lines
27. Insect Prints and Insects thru
Down and Out in Beverly Hills I
Muldoon's Saloon, 250 South
chill House, 155 Angell St., Pro
Lrat House, 1522 Smith Street,
May 25; Batiks from Southeast
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
vidence, 863-3558. The Trick Track
North Providence. 353-9790.
■iu thru May 25; Prints. Draw
Murphy’s
Law
Wed. April 16 Frank Ryan
Tales May 2-4, 9-11.
Every Sun. Coda
ls and Photographsfrom Rhode
1:10 3:10 5:10 7:40 9:40
Thurs.-Sat. John Joe Sommers
Bryant College, 232-6160. Godspell
Every Mon. Precisions
Island's Private Collection thru
Wise Guys
w/ The New Mason’s Apron Band
on April 18-20.
April 27.
Every Tues. Touch
12:40 2:40 4:55 -7:35 9:55
Sun. April 20 Dara Down
Rhode
Island
College,
456-8194.
Every Wed. Warm Missies
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Sleeping
Beauty
Mon.
April
22
Gregg
Abate
&
As You Like It performed by the
G. Hagg's, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park. Ar1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00
Channel One
Acting Company April 28.
Providence. 433-1258.
.' Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I.
Hannah and her Sisters
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
Fast
Providence
High
School,
Every
Tues.
Lacquidara
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
9:30 only
vidence. 274-0170.
434-3311 ext 289. Ah. Women, by
Every Wed. Billy & The Kids
10:00 am-4:00 pm, Sun. 1:00-5:00
Care Bear II
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San
Maxine Llein performed by the Lit
For weekend info, call the club,
haun-wen Lee, Norm McKii1:15 2:45
tos R-rated hypnotist
tle Flags Theatre, April 27 at 3 p.m.
(.diary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol
and Hiroko Shikashio:
Out
of Africa
Every Tues. Flashback and 50’s
253-2012.
reolo rx /A cry |ics/M ix ed
4:15
8:00
& 60’s Acapella performance
Fri.
April
25
Lynn
and
her
Media exhibition April 20-May 9.
Every
Thurs.
Open
Nite
Boyfriends
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
12:45 2:45 4:45 7:20 9:50
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Sal. April 26 Lynn and her
-ovidenee. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
Legend
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Boylriends
0 pm; Sal. 11:00 am-4:00
1:15 3:15 5:15 7:25 9:55
Review-Professionals
G ulliver's,
Farnum
Pike,
m: Sun. 2:00-5:00 pm. Senior
Offbeat
Smithficld. 231-9898.
Senior Theses Exhibition of Works
1:05 3:05 5:05 7:20 9:45
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
the Illustration, painting,
Showcase Cinema,Seekonk. Fa..
Center for (he Arts, 119 High St
Every Tues. Second Ave.
photography, and Textiles dept s'
River, Ma. Exit I of RT. 951
Westerly, R| 596-2854, The Boys
April 24-29
Every Wed. The Name
336-6020.
Choir of Harlem on May 16 at 8
J.R. s fastlane, Washington St.,
LRI Main Gallery, Kingston, Rl.
Down & Out in Beverly Hills
- 6 0 ?
Providence. 273-6771
792-2131. Mon.-Fri 12-3 pm,
5:00 7:40 9:35
( banning Music Series, Channing
Every Sun. Touch
:s.-Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm. Annual
Wise Guys
Memorial Church, 135 Pelham St.'
Every Wed. Strut
.tried student exhibition April
12:50 2:50 4:50 7:25 9:55
Newport. Metamora April 19 at 8
. 1his Thurs.-Sat. April 24-26
14-May 25; drawings by Robert
Police Academy III
pill.
Warm Missies
Rohm April
14-May 25:
1:20 3:20 5:20 7:30 9:35
Newport Chamber Orchestra with
Kirby's, Rt. 7. Sm ith field.
photographs by Meridel RubensCare Bears II
guest soloist Rosalind Y Cliua
231-0230
ein April 7-May 6.
1:15 3:15
by Fran Scire
conducted by Bruce Murray.
Every Tues. English
Goodrich Gallery, 262
Off Beat
Providence College Music Pro
Every Thurs.-Sat. DJ Tor Dance
eybos.xet St., 751-5651.
1:00 7:35
gram, 865-2183. Band Concert: PCClub
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
Lucas
Symphonic Band directed by JJ
Every Thurs. Nile is Ladies Nite
St., Providence. 421-3315.
3:05 5:05 9:45
Sw'oboda and Salve Regina Sym
S.50 Drinks 8-10
Wed. & Thurs.'State, of Seige
Sleeping Beauty
phonic Band directed by B Abbatt
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
7:00, The Official Story 9:20
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00
April 18 at 8 pm at Salve Regina
Providence. 421-7170.
Fri.. and Sat. Choose Me and
Critters
( ollege; Senior recital April 20 at
Every Wed. Groovemasters
Kiss
of
the
Spider
Woman,
Late
1:30 3:30 5:30 7:45 10:00
8 pm in Siena Hall.
This Thurs. April 24 P.H. and
showing of A Boy and his Dog
April Fool’s Day
Brl)vvn Concert Agency, 863-2191.
the Wreckag'
For schedule information please ■
8:30 10:30
call theater
Murphy's Law
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
12:45 2:45 4:45 7:20 9:40
■
St., Providence. 272-3970
Warwick Mall Cinema, W ar-|
Thru Thurs. April 24 Fool for
wick. 738-9070.
Love
Gungho
7:00 & 9:15
12:45 3:00 5:15 7:00 9:40
For further information please
The Money Pit
The Career Planning Service of the
call theater
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:20
Student Development Center is looking
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Band of the Hand
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:40 9:50
tor students who wish to volunteer
Back to the Future
Water
as Career Advisors for next year.
1:00 3:00 7:00 9:10
1:10 3:00 5:05 7:10 9:20
Wildcats
Heathcliff
1:00 3:00 7:00 9:00
'1 5 3:15 5:00 7:00 9:00
r—

X

lubs-

CoNcerLs

A

OHS crlw

NT ED!

Career Assistants

This is an excellent opportunity to:
•Strengthen your communication and public speaking skills
•Learn career planning and job search strategies
•Assist fellow students with career decisions
•Gain valuable experience and further your career advancement

Interested Sophomores & Juniors can contact

Mrs. Markin — Career Planning Service
Slavin 209

Thanks to all
who have made
the A / E Section Great!
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BOP NEWS
Spring Weekend festivities...
Tu e sd a y, April 22nd
★

ALL STAR COFFEEHOUSE ★
featuring...
Marty Coleman, Tricia Small
Bob Skane & Peg Rento
Bob Jordan

9-12
'64 Hall —Ice Cream Sundaes

Films presents...

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
Th u rsd a y, April 2 4 th
8 & 10 in ’6 4 Hall

Special Events and Lecture presents...

“ COMEDY NIGHT"
featuring comedians Kevin Meaney,
Mike Moto and Larry Sullivan
from the Comedy Connection
in Boston
W ED., APRIL 2 3 - 8 P.M.
in '6 4 Hall
Tickets available in BOP office
and at the door

Social presents...

Cookout — Slavin Lawn
featuring “ The Del Fuegas"
Friday^ April 25th — 2 - 6
Followed by 2 outdoor movies on
Hendricken Field — “ Caddy Shack"
and “ Stripes”

Saturday, April 26 th

The ALARM

“ All You Can Eat Clambake ’
featuring

in concert
“ DANCING W ITH H EN R Y”
with “ TH E LONG R YD ER S”
Tickets now on sale in BOP — $5

at Francis Farm in Rehoboth
Limited tickets now on sale in BOP
only $15 — get’em while they last!

Concert Starts at 8:00

Residence Board presents...

Spring Weekend
Sweatshirts

“ BATTLE OF THE DORMS”

$7

Saturday, April 26th beginning at 2 p.m.

Boxer Shorts
$5

Includes: Barbecue, D.J., and fun in the sun!

Now on sale in
B.O .P . office!

and
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-FEATURESPC’s Tim Meis: The Sound
of a Different Strummer
by Beverly Connolly
His songs are noi only
entertaining—they’re meaningful.
PC sophomore Tim Meis played
at PC for the first time last Tues
day night at a coffeehouse in the
Last Resort, and those who were
lucky enough to see him must
realize all that he has to offer.
Tim, who comes from New
Jersey, plays many instruments in
cluding the guitar, harmonica, and
piano as well as singing and writing
his own songs.
He was first inspired by the

. Beatles and started playing the
guitar in the fifth grade. He has
been learning on his own ever since.
"Writing songs comes naturally’
to me,"Tim says. The words and
music just seem to come to him.
"Sometimes I’ll write part of a
song and come back to it a year
later and start writing again.
“ L believe they should have
meaning and influence people.
They should make people realize
their own ideas and inspire them to,
voice those ideas.
Tim likes to think o f his work as
"cmo-social" embodying an emo
tional feeling one. can relate to as

29 W ays N o t to get
a C om m encem ent D ate
If you really want to sit home
during Commencement Week, here
are .a batch of (guaranteed horrible)
ways to make it happen...

‘ At Louie’s, consume ten bags of
popcorn, peanuts, and pretzels.
‘ Yell at the waiter across a packed

‘Turn down all party invitations if
.ou think you won’t know a soul.
‘Cultivate-street-urchin chic-dress
n floppy hats, oversize men's
jackets, worn-out jodhpurs.

‘Travel in large clumps o f loud,
pushy women.
‘ Dress exclusively in muddy grays,
muted khakis, and oatmeal-colored
‘ Always"keep- your nose in a
book—in the cafe, on the steps of
Slavin. at the baseball games.

strangers—and if you mu
be sure to curl your lip.

.‘Turn down all male offers to open
doors, pick up spilled packages—
you’re liberated.-

‘ Call that handsome
"buster” when you ask f
*Don't lose those ten extra pounds.
'Dash down to Dairy Mart dressid in sweats and pink plastic

‘ Develop a well-dressed reputation
for being a compulsive talker.
‘ Book every spring-break vacation
at a single-sex spa or retreat that
demands a temporary vow of

. ‘ Scream *!'■""$ at the top of your
lungs when your bank card is eaten
by the automatic teller'machine.
tight.
‘Pick ;«lur teeth iii public.

‘ Stay home all weekend baking—
and then eating—fudge brownies.

‘Sneer whenever love is memioned.

‘ Munch garlic throughout the flu

‘Sit at The Eagles or The Ciarden.
-a lo n e —downinu S.SOdraiis and
morosely at the lip o fyour
'h’-ircf

‘ Sit home and wait for him to
come knocking.on your door.

‘Menlion that yout■dad is a Mafia
vith headquarters

_‘ Don’t squander your salary on a
stylish haircut—the pigtails you

fabulous preventive.

well as a socially conscious
message. He claims his songs tend
to be introverted and somewhat
optimistic.
Tim has many favorite music ar
tists including the Beatles, Bruce
Springsteen, Bob Dylan, and U2,
but the group he most admires is
the Alarm.
“ I appreciate their individualistic
style, and their ability to write
songs w'hich not only entertain but
which support their beliefs and
ideals.”
“ They’re good song writers who
also voice a message. 1 saw them
in concert at UMass and they were
great!
Meis’ talents have even extend
ed off PC’s campus. He’s played
at a club downtown, AS220 and
hopes to be playing there again
soon.
Tim likes to put everything he
has into a concert.
“ A concert should be a com
bination of both the performer’s
and the audience’s participation—
neither should overpower the
He looks upon concerts as a
religious experience, not in the
sense o f worshipping the per-

former, but in the positive feelings
and emotions which should be
created.
Tim hopes to be playing at ad
ditional coffeehouses next year and
they are sure to be as interesting

and enjoyable as ever. Providence
College has a talented writer and
musician among them , and
through his work his message is be
ing heard both on and off campus.

A poly sci props work
is never done...
by Kathy Rossbaum
Hard work pays off.
Just ask Dr. William E. Hudson
and Dr. Mark S. Hyde of PC’s
political science department.
These two political scientists
wanted to find out why Rhode .
Islanders rejected the "Greenhouse
Compact” in a referendum in June
1984.
So they mailed out hundreds of
questionnaires. They made phone
calls. They analyzed and reanalyz
ed data: wrote and rewrote.
One result of this major research
project which they started in
November 1983, is an award win
ning paper entitled, “ Business and
State Economic Development:
Rhode Island's Greenhouse
Compact.”
In March 1985, they delivered
this paper at the Annual Meeting
o f the Southwestern Political
Science Association.
One year later, in February, a
review committee of political scien
tists in Texas judged their paper to

CAM P COUNSELORS
June 15-August 29
For summer residential camp on the W. Alton Jones Campus of
the University of Rhode Island. $715 for the summer, plus room and
board.
Background in natural history, outdoor education, and/or work
ing with children a plus.

Call: 397-3304

Sophomore Tim Meis has some new ideas for his new music career.

be "the best” —out o f 350 other
papers!
"T he paper presents some
fascinating empirical data...of fun
damental theoretical significance of
interest to many political scientist
to d a y ,"
the
committee
commented.
*fhis event marks the first time
that anyone in the PC political
science department has won this
particular award.
A grant from the college’s Com
mittee on Aid to Faculty Research
funded the project in part. The
school also paid for the travel ex
penses to Texas.
‘It’s good for the school to be
visible in different parts of the
country,” says Hudson. “ Our
work enhances PC’s reputation as
a serious academic institution.”
According to Hudson, a political
scientist,’s job is much more than
just teaching! The members of
PC’s political science department
spend most of their time doing
research, then analyzing and
writing about their findings.
Hudson and Hyde have written

the award w intng o
Their final project on the subject
is a book manuscript which they'll
be working on this summer.
Why the "Greenhouse Com
pact” issue?
" I ’ve been interested in in
dustrial policy for a long time,"
Hudson.
" A t the
that the
"Greenhouse Compact” <
I was working on a paper on in
dustrial policy at the national level
and 1 saw this as a golden oppor
tunity to pursue this work here."
“ It was a local plan with na
tional significance and we happen
ed to be in a spot to look at it
carefully.”
Hudson, an Associate Professor,
has been at PC for 11 years.
He grew up in Indiana, and was
graduated from Indiana Universi
ty in 1970.
He received his M.A. and hisr
Ph.D. from Brown University.

Learning Assistance
Center needs

TU TO R S
fo r the 1986-87 school year
SUBJECTS:
DWC, English (W riting and PR)

Interviews:
April 25, 28, 28, 30
CALL 2494 for an appt.
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Old Sturbridge Village:
Discover 19th Century
Life in America
A visit to Old Sturbridge Village'
is an opportunity to turn the clock
back over 150 years and experience
the life, and celebrations o f a rural
New England community in the
early nineteenth century.
Over 200 acres o f rolling land
scape, woodlands, gardens, coun
try pathways, a working historical
farm, and more than 40 restored
buildings are all part of the re
created Village.
Here, demonstrations of daily
tasks and conversations with
costumed interpreters will help you
to understand early American life.
Come explore the Center Village
homes, shops, businesses, and
meetinghouses.
Wander the country roads that
lead from the Center Village to the
Freeman Farm and the Mill
Neighborhood.
Discover the beginnings of in
dustrialization at the up-and-down
Sawmill, where waterpowered
machinery saws logs into boards,
or at the waterpowered Carding
Mill, where sheep’s wool is process
ed in preparation for spinning in-

At the Freeman Farm, see the
most typical way of life for people
in communities like the one
presented by Old -Sturbridge
Village.
Here the seasonal rhythms of life
in the 1830’s are very evident. From
the birth of baby lambs and calves
each spring to the hard work of
preparing for the long New
England winter, life at the Farm
cycles with the change of the
seasons.
The sights, sounds, and smells of
1830’s New England will greet you
each step of the way on your visit
through the Village. The Center
Meetinghouse standing proudly at
the head of the Village Common,
the sound of the blacksmith’s ham
mer striking the anvil’ in the
Blacksm ith Shop, and the
fragrance of hearth-baked breads
and pies will each help you to ex
perience Village life.
Old Sturbridge Village has
.something for everyone of every
Whether your interest is history,
antiques, family, relaxation and
education, or respite from life’s

Dancing on the Common is recreated at Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, Mass. (Photo by Henry
K. Peach)

Village, dress comfortably. Keep in
mind that you will be both inside
and out, and walking on upward
roads and paths.
Don’t forget to bring your
camera!

hectic pare, you will find
something special at the Village.
In addition to the re-created
buildings and landscape, there is
also dining in the Bullard Tavern;
picnic areas; an outstanding
Museum Gift Shop; and lodging at
the Old Sturbridge Village-Motor
Lodge and Oliver Wright House
Camping areas are nearby.
Re-creations of events and
celebrations of the early nineteenth
century, including a Fourth of Ju
ly celebration 1830’s style and
traditional Thanksgiving celebra
tion, are all part of the everchanging Village experience.
Whether you plan to spend a day
or a weekend, there is always
something new to do and see at the
Village.
Many visitors come back several
times to enjoy the scenery and
events each season offers and to"
participate in the special programs,
seminars, and hands-on activities
for adults and children.
When you visit Old Sturbridge

Old Sturbridge Village, first
opened to the public in 1946, this
year celebrating its 40th anniver
sary! The largest living history
museum in the Northeast, the
Village is a nonprofit, educational
institution whose daily operating
expenses are met through admis
sions, grants, memberships, gift
shop sales, and gifts from corpora
tions and individuals.
Old Sturbridge Village is open
year round and over 500,000 peo
ple from all over the U.S. and the
world visit each year.
For’ more information on the
Village, programs or special events,
write Old Sturbridge Village,
Department M&C, Sturbridge, MA
01566, or call 617-347-3362

Thought fo r the week:

good laugh is the
best pesticide.ff
V la d im ir N ab ok ov (1899-1977)

SOPHOMORES!!
Enter the i.R.W. Photo Contest!
No negatives necessary
Pictures will be returned
Please include your name and box number
Deadline is April 29th: NO LATER !

Send Your Pictures to:
Joanie McFadden — Box 2393
OR
Barbara Beaman — Box 0224

Joel Chase
PRE

F o rm e r C h ie f P ro s e c u to r

LAW

o f th e

S O C IE T Y
is

f o r 3 o f th e

F e a t u r in g

A tto rn e y

G e n e r a l ’s O f f i c e
5 R .l. C o u n t i e s

t o S p e a k T h u r s ., A p r . 2 4
7 :0 0

p .m , —

AQ

Lounge

D o You Need Furniture?
Well I have it! Graduating Senior
selling couches, desks, bed, and dressers
and other things.
Call 273-7725 — Pierce, Dan o r Kevin
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D o n ’t M iss The D el Fuegos at P C
This Friday Afternoon at 2 P.M.
Slavin Lawn — Be There!

Spring Weekend ’86 kicks off this Friday with an otdoor concert by Boston’s hottest new band The
Del Fuegos. The fun starts at 2 p.m.—Slavin Lawn—be there!

Looking for a job for the summer?
How about Alaska!
“ So many people go to Alaska
and have no idea what’s going on.
They heard from a friend that they
could make big bucks up there, but
they really don’t know where to go
or what they’re getting into.”
Each summer, thousands of
students and young adults head for
Alaska to find jobs in the poten
tially lucrative fishing industry.
Most make the trip with little
preparation, little money—and
almost no information.
But things will be different this
summer, thanks to The Student’s
Guide to the Best Summer Jobs in
Alaska, by Josh Groves, just
published by Mustang Publishing.
The most thorough book ever
published on the Alaskan summer
job scene, this guide will prove in
valuable to young job-hunters.
The 24-year old author graduated
from Brown University last year
and spent three summers working
in Alaska and conducting research
for the book.
The Student’s Guide to. the Best
Summer Jobs in Alaska goes far
beyond simple listings of the state’s
canneries and Job Service offices.
Along with detailed descriptions of
over 20 fishing towns, the book
discusses the entire fishing
industry—the Alaskan fisheries,

Howto get
money out of
someone besides
yjurpanents.
All you have to do is visit your
authorized Apple dealer bvjune30th
and take advantage of “Apple's
Student Break’rebate program.
Buy an AppIe®IIe, the most
popular computer in education, and
well send you a check for $150.
Buy an Apple He, a compact
version of the Apple He, and you’ll
get back $75.
Buy a Macintosh™512K, the
computer you don't have to study
to leant, and you’ll get a
I F $175 check.
Or buy a Macintosh Plus, the
computer that gives more power to
students, and get a whopping
$200 rebate.
But first, you do have to do
one thing that you're probably pretty
good at by now.
Ask your parents for die money
to buy die computer.

the fishing seasons, the jobs in a
cannery, the work on a fishing
boat, the life o f a “ cannery rat,”
and so on. While debunking many
myths about summer work in
Alaska, the book mixes detailed,
accurate information with in
telligent opinions.
According to Josh, summer
workers in the fish canneries and
on the fishing boats can indeed
make “ big bucks” —up to $750 a
week, sometimes with room and
board provided. “ But you earn
every penny of it,” he said.
“ Working with dead fish 12 to 16
hours a day, six days a week, is not
exactly ‘summer vacation,’ and
many people can’t handle it.” And,
Josh added, there’s always the
possibility that there won’t by any
work in some of the regions.
Maybe the fish aren’t “ running,”
or perhaps there’s a strike. In that,
case, summer workers need to
know their options—where the
work will be, and how to get to
it—and that’s when the book will
prove priceless. ” A summer in
Alaska can be a great adventure,
and if you go into it with a little
preparation and the right attitude,
you really can make a lot of money
and have a blast, too,” he said.
After graduating from Brown
with honors in 1984, Josh wrote the
book and took a trip to Asia. He
is now- working in Washington,
DC.
The Student’s Guide to the Best
Summer Jobs in Alaska in 160
pages and costs $7.95. The book
should be available in most
bookstores or it can be ordered
from the publisher for $7.95 plus
S I.00 for postage. Write to
Mustang Publishing. P.O. Box
9327, New Haven. CT. 06533.

Furniture for sale — desk. bed.
chairs, lamps, etc... good condition
and low prices. Call 521-6121.
Furniture: living room and kitchen
sets. Call Karen 273-^341.
Bulk 5-'/j inch DS/DD. 39 cents
each. Lots o f 100. These are not
seconds. Money back guarantee.
No questions asked. Call MEI.
1-800-634-3478. 9 arn-9 pm MonFri; 10 am- 6 pm Sat. Offer expires
May 31.
Misc
DVR: Thanks for "taking me
away” ACD
APT.
2 bedrooms. Ap'plianced kitchen.
Off street parking. Possibly fur
nished. $500 plus utilities and
securities. Available in May. Call
273-4325 after 5 pm.
LOST
Blue and beige Kenya bag contain
ing a softball glove, camera case
and ID at Saturday’s DWC Party .
Any info, call 521-9156.

APRIL 30th Is
Our Last Issue
If anyone w ants to subm it ads,
le tte rs to th e e d ito r or
classifieds please get them to us
by A pril 27th

$2 0 0 rebate.

h „v e a °Rextsumm «
'jslm'tlIriuimttrlsij'Afite(imluthr. ton: .1hciutnsb,
wr.,«,, «//( 800) 538-96% , ext. 455. »J,

nukmurknfikliikti>Ijlhiir,
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TO M AKE IT TODAY YOU NEEDACOLLEGE DIPLOMA,
A GOOD SUIT AND PLENTY OF DRIVE.
jram.

S400 cash back cn a new Fscor

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cosh back

or a new Tempo

$400 cash back a - a new Mustang.

S400 cash occk on a new Ae'oslar

C
5400 <ash back on a new R.-yrco II.

$400 cash back on a new F-250 truck.

NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALERS
N O BO D Y GOES
FURTHER.
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IKE

STATS AND STANDINGS
16

MARCii
15
16
17
18
19
20
20
21
21
26
27
27
29

Wins

OPPONENT
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

15

Losses/1

SCORE

Villanova
Newport College
Richmond
Virginia
William and Mary
Virginia Comm
Virginia Comm
Seton Hall
S e t o n Hal]
Iona
Boston
Boston
Boston

-

2-f
6-4
5-3
5-13
11-4
0-10
0-4
4-5
9-11
13-12
8-1
2-4

College
College
College

2-5

in

BIG

EAST

PITCHER

—
—
—
—
f-

—
~

HOCKEY
EAST

OVERALL

G a v i n (0-1)
Statkiewicez
(1-0)
K e l l e y (1-0)
K e o u g h (0-1)
G a v i n (1-1)
K e l l e y (1-1)
Statkiewicez
(1-1)
K e o u g h (0-2)
Mullins
(0-1)
Mullins
(1-1)
G a v i n (2-1)
K e l l e y (1-2)
K e o u g h (0-3)

0-1
1-1
2-1
2-2
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
4-6
5-6
5-7
5-8

H o w a r d (1-0)
N o v i e l l o (1-0)
Statkiewicez
(2-1)
K e o u g h (1-3)
G e r u s o (1-1)
K e l l e y (1-3)
N a v i l l i a t (1-0)
Rodgers
(0-1)
Mullins
(1-2)
G e r u s o (0-2)
K e l l e y (2-3)
N a v i l l i a t (2-0)
K e o u g h (1-4)
G e r u s o (1-2)
N o v i e l l o (2-0)
G e r u s o (2-2)
Statkiewicez
(2-2)
N a v i l l i a t (3-0)

6-8
7-8
8-8
9-8
9-9
9-10
10-10
10-11
10-12
10-13
11-13
12-13
12-14
13-14
14-14
15-14
15-15
16-15

BIG

EAST

Friar Facts: team leaders through
31 .games.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
1-0
1-1
1-2

Runs
Carroll.........................................32
Hits
Haggerty and Carroll.............. 45
Doubles
Rizzo............................................11
Triples
Haggerty and Carroll.................3
Homeruns
Carroll...................... '................ 12
RBI
Haggerty..................................... 40
Walks
Haggerty......................................21
Stolen Bases
Rizzo..............................................9
Average
Haggerty................................... 417
Complete (lames Pitched
Navilliat and Boby Kelly...........3
Innings Pitched
Navilliat................................. 40IA
Strikeouts
Navilliat...................................... 26
ERA
Navilliat.....................
1.17
Wins
Navilliat.........................................3
Saves
Geruso...........................................4

APRIL
1
2
2
3
5
5
7
8
9
12
12
13
16
16
17
19
19
20

at

at
at
at
at

at
at

Rhode Island
Boston University
Boston University
Holy Cross
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Harvard
Brown
St. Jo h n ' s
St. J o h n s
St. J o h n s
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Salve Regina

12-11
21-3
13-1
12-9
7-8
—
4-7
—
5-0
5-7
—
1-8
—
8 - 1 Q •—
6-Q
5-3
2-5
—
4-1
20-3
7-6
5-15
13-3

Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut

—

1-2
1-2
1-2
.1-2
1-3
1-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-5
3-5
4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5
5-5
5-6
6-6

Haggerty was named Big East
player of the week last week as he
raised his average 20 points, hit 3
homeruns and added 12 RBI's.

ih e

H

ERST
ERA
NAVILLIAT, Jiit
BIG EAST

1.17
1.16

GERUSO, Tony
BIG EAST

32 2/3 31
20 2/3 20

NON LOST SAVES
3
3

Big East Baseball
Standings

3.77
3.43

SOUTH DIVISION
STATKIEWICEZ, Ed
BIG EAST

7
1

GAVIN, Paul
BIG EAST

5
3

KELLEY, Bob
BIS EAST

6
4

0
0

3

33
38
4 2/3 13

?9
8

15

16
1

9.65

0

1

0

1

23 1/2 24
12 2/3 16

14
7

11
7

14
7

16
10

4.24
4.97

2
1

0

0

3
2

38
25

24
14

IS
13

19
11

13
11

4.26
4.68

2
1

2

0

4.50

1

0.00

0

4.76
9.65

0
0

1

37
25

HOWARD, Chuck
BIG EAST

22 1/3 34
4 2/3 12

NOVIELLO, Tony
BIG EAST
KEOUGH, Dave
BIG EAST

4
1

HAYDEN, Bo
BIG EAST

PROVIDENCE TOTALS
BIG EAST TOTALS
OPPONENTS TOTALS
BIG EAST TOTALS

0 .0 0

31
12

9

239

260

131

119

125

245 2/3 316
97 2/3 123.

218

166

130

123

B IG
W
10
8
5
1

EA ST
L
2
4
7
11

O v e ra
W
L
19
17
14
15
15
17
2
18

NORTH DIVISION
BIG EAST
W
L
W
S t . John's
9
3
19
Connecticut
6
6
11
Providence
6
6
16
Boston College
3
9
9

MULLINS, Tim
BIG EAST
RODGERS, Jeff
BIG EAST

S e to n H a ll
G e o rg e to w n
V illa n o v a
P itts b u rg h

0
0

L
7
18
15
17

SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 24
Holy Cross at Connecticut
Georgetown at Maryland
Pittsburgh at Penn State
Providence at Fairfield
Fordham at St. John's
Villanova at Drexel
Saturday, April 26
PROVIDENCE AT ST. JOHN'S (2)
SETON HALL AT GEORGETOWN (2)
VILLANOVA AT PITTSBURGH (2)
BOSTON COLLEGE AT CONNECTICUT (2)
Sunday, April 27
PROVIDENCE AT ST ..JOHN'S
SETON HALL AT GEORGETOWN
VILLANOVA AT PITTSBURGH
BOSTON COLLEGE AT CONNECTICUT
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This Week In Sports
Thursday. Auril 24. 1986
Men’s Lacrosse at Curry College....................................................................................................3:30 pm
Men’s Baseball at Fairfield.............................................................................................................. 3:00 pm
Women’s Sofball vs. UR1 (DH)......................................................................................................2:00 pm
Friday. Auril 25. 1986
Women’s Tennis at UCONN........................,...................... .........................................................3:00 pm
Saturday, April 26, 1986
Men's Lacrosse a: Rabvon .......................................
......................... 1-00 prr.
Men’s Baseball at S: lohn's (DHI
.....
........ ’2:00 pit:
Women’s Softball at Rutgers (DH)
12.00 pm
Men s Tennis a- L’MASS
... .1:00 pm
Sunday, April 27. 1986
Women’s Softball at St. John’s (DH)..........................................................................................12:00 pm
Men’s Baseball at St. John's......................................................................................................... 12:00 pm
Tuesday, April 29. 1986
Men’s Tennis at Hartford.
Men’s Lacrosse at Boston College........
Wednesday, April 30, 1986
Men’s Baseball vs. Northeastern.....................

Pictured here are the sponsors of the 1986 U.S. Intercollegiate Na
tional Racquetball Championships, hosted in East Providence by the
PC Racquetball Club. Pictured from left to right are representatives
from Avis, Domino's Pizza, Colartoni Productions, Lite Beer, and
the Westminster Athletic Club. Without these sponsors the tourna
ment would not have been possible.

★ BASEBALL
Continued from P. 20

Intermural Notes
Waterpolo champions crowned.
Peter Dallow’s Team, the under
dog in the waterpolo league, show
ed their skill and dexterity as they
captured the waterpolo champion
ship. As the season progressed, the
team evolved from an inexperienc
ed rather comical group (that’s if
you were watching them play from
the sideline) to a skilled, talented
and victory driven team. The team
proved this by defeating last year’s
champs, the H20 Queefs, by a
score of 5-2. Congratulations to all
the members of Peter Oallow’s
team: John Powers, Peter Dallow,
Kelly Cloherty, Meg Wallace and
Nancy Garcilli.
Team members of the H20
Queefs Laura Tessinari, Jeff
Melius, Lisa Brown, Skip O’Neil,
Chris. .Walker, Anna Trottier,
Tracy Delano, Jeff Nolan, and
Mike Chapey are also to be com
mended for bringing us 4 years of
waterpolo excitement at the Taylor
Aquatic Center. Let’s hope all of
those great waterpolo careers don’t
end after' graduation!
C ongratulations
to
the
Shamrocks who defeated the‘Exter
minators, last year’s champs, in the .
Streethockey finals.
Women's Ice Hockey Cham
pions: The Trucksters
Congratulations to Kris Simpsom’s team who scored 5 out of the
6 goals for the winners and to

Kathy Hussey who scored all 4
goals for the Kamikazees.
Ice Hockey Champions
Death Merchants
John Mulhearn
Nowell Catterall
Jim Auger
Kevin Delune
Matt Kiley
Matt Burke
Bill Reagan
Joe Flaherty
Tim Entwistle
Bob Fitzgerald
Todd Curley
Tom Archer
We Cast Only One Shadow
John Brennan
Jack Defares
Paul Rockwood
Bill McNamara
Jerry Sweeney
Joe Graziano
Tom Couchon
Lou lzzi
Mike Perreault
Dan Nero

“ I’m not getting the pitches 1 did
last year but if they walk me
everyone is hitting and everyone is
coming through.’’
Haggerty set a Providence record
of 15 homeruns last season and in
the second game clouted his ninth
homer of the year. Castro also hit
a homerun for the Friars while Riz
zo concluded an outstanding all
around day with a two-for-three
game.
H.A. Butterworth paced the
UConn attack with 4 hits, 2
homeruns and 6 RBI’s. Mark
Thalman picked up his fourth win
of the year for the Huskies while
Ed Statkiewicz never found a solid
pitching rhythm in getting charged
with the loss for PC.
The deciding game of the series
and thus far the most crucial game
of the year for Providence was then
put into the hands of Friar pitching
ace Navilliat. Navilliat proved true
to form as in this pressure packed
game he limited UConn to three
meaningless runs,

are now

APRIL 27-30
Liz Flanagan — “ Euroscapes’
Lisa Janollari — “ Recent Paintings”
Sue Tower — “ Recent Drawings”

MAY 3-11
Carolyn Collins — “ Fractured Images”
Lisa Brown — “ Vinyard Light”
Marie Farrel — “ Recent Photographs”
Patrick Reeves — “ Studio Works”

MAY 11-18
Seamus McGovern — “ Geometries”
John Robbin — “ Decisive Uncertainty”
Avorey Samolyk — “ Interiors”

It’s your last chance to know their work before
it becomes famous! It will be worth your while’

ALL ARE WELCOME!

★ SOFTBALL, continued from
page 20
game, the New Jersey team bang
ed out fourteen hits as they cruis
ed to a 9-1 victory. Sue Mussey had
two hits and Joanne MacAleese
had the only RBI for Providence as
the Lady Friars fell, 8-4.

RENTA
RYDERTRUCK

showing a culmination o f four years of
dedicated creative work. If you’ve never
been to the HUNT-CAVANAUGH GALLERY
now’s the time to come.

GALLERY IS OPEN
MONDAY— FRIDAY
9:30 - 4:30

Rizzo and Kostocopoulus eacn
had a big day at the plate with 4
and 3 hits respectively.
In other action last week Pro
vidence split a double header with
UNH last Wednesday at New
Hampshire. In the first game UNH
defeated PC 5-2. In game two the
Friars bounced back and won 4-1.
Haggerty accounted for all four
Providence runs with a grand slam
homer in the seventh. Statkiewicz,
Jell Rodgers and Geruso pitched
for Providence with Geruso pick
ing up the victory.
Providence then pounded Salve
Regina 20-3 in the Rhode Island
State tourney played last Thursday
at Hendricken field. Tony Noviello
pitched well to get the victory for
PC.
In Big East action. Providence
will travel to New York to play St.
lohn’s next weekend.

Movin’out?

Women's Basketball Champions
Late Bloomers
Karen Ferreira
Debbie Lorimer
Barbara Prenatney
Mimi Parks
Carol Eliason
Christine Sutera
Christen Moore
Joanne Dever

Senior Art Majors

Providence had already built up
a 9-0 lead enroute to a convincing
13-3 win before UConn scored its
first runs in the eighth.
“ I approach every game the
same way,” said Navilliat com
menting on the importance o f the
game. “ I’m always thinking that 1
want to shut them down all of the
lime. It’s a baseball game and you
have got to approach it as just
that.”
The lefthander pitched in and
out of trouble all during the game
but in the end scattered 11 hits,
struck out 7, allowed only 2 earn
ed runs and most importantly gave
PC a complete game.
However, John Shea the UConn
starter limited PC to only a single
run until the fifth inning and kept
the game close. Providence got the
initial tally with two out in the bot
tom of the third on consecutive
singles by Kostocopoulus, Zanea
an'd Rizzo.
In the fifth the Friars broke the
game open with 6 runs. Key hits in
the inning included a two-run tri
ple by Geruso and a two-run dou
ble by Walsh. Haggerty and Jerry
Carroll also had RBI hits.

M O V E IT Y O U R S E L F W I T H

RYDER
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SPORTS
Friars Catch Huskies
With Two Victories
by Kevin Sghia

Jerry Carroll has made hitting homeruns a regular thing this season
to date, Carroll has twelve.

Women’s Softball
Recap
The Providence College Lady
Friar softball team began their
season with a pair of losses to na
tionally ranked Massachusetts.
16-0 'and 12-0. Providence
freshman Joanne Mastropolo went
the distance on the mound for the
Lady Friars who were simply over
powered by a strong offensive
showing by the highly regarded
Minutewomen.
The PC women fared much bet
ter in their first two home games
against Yale. Mastropolo evened
her record at 2-2 by spinning two
sparkling shutouts, 6-0 and 4-0.
Leading the offensive attack for the
Lady Friars was Kathy Carney with
3 RBI's. Mastropolo allowed only
I hit in the first game. Malzonc
knocked in two runs and Kinsella
had 3 hits to back up Mastropolo’s
pitching.
Providence next travelled to
Fairfield University where . they
dropped two tough games, 6-5 and
3-1. In the first, the Lady Friars
held a 5-1 lead until Fairfield
erupted for five runs in the bottom
of the seventh inning to nip PC.
6-5. In the second game, Fairfield
broke a scoreless tie in the bottom
o f the sixth with 3 runs to pace
them to a 3-1 win. Sue Mussey had
two hits in a losing cause.
On April 5, the Lady Friars got
back.on the winning track with a
doubleheader sweep of crosstown
rival Brown, 3-0 and 2-0. In .the
first game. Joanne Mastropolo
hurled^ masterful one-hit shutout
(continued from pg. 7)
new position when the President of
this college asked him to be head
o f security.
Yeah, the Father Cunningham
asked him to take over the position.
I am a firm believer in “ Father
knows best.”

for a 3-0 win, The solo Brown hit
came with two outs in the seventh
inning. Mastropolo also paced the
hitting attack with all three RBI’s.
In the second game, PC blanked
Brown again, 2-0, despite only one
hit in the game, a single by Kathy
Carney in the second inning. Back
ed by Mastropolo’s school record
fourth shutout, the Lady Friars
evened their 1986 record at 4-4.
Jackie Kinsella and Sue Mussey
had RBI’s for Providence.
The softball team went to New
Jersey on the weekend of April
12th and 13th for doubleheadcrs
against Princeton and Trenton
State. The Lady Friars managed
only 3 hits in their first game
against Princeton as they were
shutout by the score of 6-0. In the
second game, Princeton jumped
dill to a 3-0 first inning lead and
held on to take a 4-3 victory after
Providence knocked in two runs.
The April 13th doubleheader
against Trenton State saw the Lady
Friars drop their third and fourth
in ;i row by the scores o f 6-0 and
9-1. PC was shutout for the second
in three games as they managed on
ly three hits in the. opener. It was
a close game, however, as Trenton
State held a slim 1-0 lead going in
to their half o f the sixth inning
before erupting for five runs to
coast to victory. In the second
See SOFTBALL
Coni, on pg. 19
Colonel DelCorso will be miss
ed in the Residence Office next
year. His leaving will be a tremen
dous loss Tor those of us who are
on the Residence staff. However,
his leaving will be a tremendous
gain for the entire on-campus stu
dent body. July 1 won’t come soon
enough.
Bestsy Brown

An old adage in baseball circles
is that good teams win with pit
ching and defense. Last weekend
PC (16-15) took 2 out of 3 games
from Big East rival UConn (11-18)
and proved the old adage correct.
Providence split a doubleheader
with the Huskies last Saturday at
Hendricken field, winning the
opener 8-6 in extra innings and los
ing game two (16-5). The Friars’
then bounced back in front of their
home fans on Sunday and belted
UConn 13-3.
Most importantly the wins move
Providence into a second place tie
with UConn in the Big East Nor
thern division as each team holds
a 6-6 divisional record.
The Providence wins were clutch
because if UConn had won the
series the Friars would have found
themselves in a near hopeless posi
tion of catching the Huskies with
just six division games remaining.
“ We knew we had to take 2 out
o f 3 games,” said senior Paul Riz
zo who played a key role in both
Providence wins. “They had a one
game advantage and now we’re
even. Our confidence is up.”
In the Providence victories,
superb pitching performances by
Tony Geruso and Jim Navilliat;
and Ozzie Smith-type glovework by
shortstop Rizzo and first basemen
Ed Walsh carried the Friars. In the
lone PC loss pitching and defensive
lapses were the norm.
“The infield won it for us,” said
Geruso in commenting about game
One. “ They (UConn) loaded the
bases two times and twice we got
double plays.”
Well that is not exactly true.
G eruso, himself played a
monumental part in the Friar win
in relief of starter Bob Kelly.

Geruso entered the game with PC
trailing 2-1 and the bases loaded,
and one batter later Providence
trailed 6-1 as the right-handed
reliever was inauspiciously greeted
with a grand slam by UConn’s Jim
Sarantides.
“ The grand slam pitch was a
fastball,” said Geruso, “ I threw
my change up a lot o f the rest of
the way.”
And it worked with enormous
success.
Geruso settled down over the
final 6Vs innings and kept the
befuddled Huskies batters at bay.
The pitching gave the ever-potent
Friar bats, led by Roger Haggerty
who went four-for-four including
a game tying homer, the chance
they needed to catch up.
PC mounted its comeback in the
middle frames of game one which
was originally scheduled for 7
innings.
Providence cut the lead to 6-2 in
the third on an RBI single by Hag
gerty which scored Joe Zanca. In
the fourth, Paul Kostocopoulus
smashed a bases loaded double to
right center that scored Steve
Castro and Rizzo, and following an
RBI by Zanca Providence trailed
Finally, PC capped its comeback
to tie the game at 6-6 when Hag
gerty went with a Scott Ryan pitch
to open the fifth and drove the ball
well over the right center field fence
for his eighth homer of the year.
The game then remained
scoreless until the bottom of the
ninth and was marked by
numerous brilliant plays by the PC
defense.
In the game Providence turned
three double plays, none bigger
than the one started by Rizzo in the
top of the ninth.
UConn had runners on second

and third with one out with Peter
Zippel at the plate and the Pro
vidence infield was playing in. Zippel smacked a grounder to short
and Rizzo gunned down Jerry
LaPenta trying to take home and
Rob O’Shane inexplicably trying to
take third was thrown out by Pro
vidence catcher Dan Rice to com
plete the bizarre 6-2-5 double play.
“ My strong point is defense,”
said Rizzo. “ That is why I’m out
here.”
inspired by the great pitching
and defense, the Friar batsmen
decided it was time to add to the
dramatics themselves in the ninth.
Haggerty collected his fourth hit of
the game to start the Friars off
after Ryan retired Providence’s
first two batters.
Walsh then cracked a double to
center which placed runners on se
cond and third with two out. Final
ly, Castro completed the Friar 15
hit attack with a game winning
ground rule double to deep right
center.
“ If Tony kept them at six I knew
we would win,” stated Haggerty.
“ We played good “ D” and got the
clutch hits.”
Game two was a different story
for PC, as UConn shelled Friar pit
ching for 24 hits and the PC
defense committed five errors in a
16-5 Providence loss.
The loss once again dropped
Providence one game behind
UConn and put the pressure solely
on the shoulders of PC in Sunday’s
Hitting highlights in the game in- .
elude a two-for-two performance
with two walks by Haggerty who
finished off a perfect day at the
plate.
“ It felt good,” Haggerty said.
See BASEBALL, pg. 19

